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A. ~ntrpduct9FZ Statement 
CHAPTER I 
INTRCl>'OOTION 
Until very recently, few attempts have been made by colleges rux1 
mrl.versities to evaJ.uate the effe ctiveness of their programs, except in 
tems of factual knowledge possessed by t he graduates as indi9e.ted by · 
testing, and in vocational placements attained.l 
The belief is held by m.Bl'\V modern educators in the United States t hat 
the chief goal of education is the developn.ent of personal and social 
competence on the part of t he individual. 2 The preparation for a vocation 
follows as t he secondary goal, for unless the person achieves a degree of 
adjustment , he mey not function satisfactorily in Brf3' vocational role. 
Satisfaction in marriage am family living as well is correlated with 
competence as a person~ {rhis presupposes the emphasis in education in 
giving experienoe an1 training in creative adjustment .3 
It has been pointed out by one educator t hat perhaps what is needed 
is for colleges to talce periodical account of t heir stock, ''pull down old 
offerings from their shelvec , examine them to see if a demand still exists 
for t hem, discard what has outlived its usefulness to make room far new 
lJulian L. Woodworth, nstudents Report on Field of Specialization and 
Appraise the Val~ 0£ College Experience," College am University, 25 
(April , 1950), 371. -
2nobert c. Pace , They Went M? College, (Minneapolis , 19.a.), 7. 
3rred McKinney, Peychology ,2! Personal Adjustment, (New York, 1949), 
217-220. 
2 
ideas more consonant with the timas.tt4 For this reason it appears to the 
investigator that a study of the extent to which young people leaving 
school have attained personal and vocational competence is a significant 
a:nd crucial test of the effectiveness of their education.5 Such studies, 
follow-ups, or evaluations have littie value unless the information that is 
obtained -i's actually tised to improve curricula. 6 
B. Histoey gt_ the growth !:!!! Changes !Jl EmP!Jas:t.,s sI t)'.le HS!!?. Y.f! Department 
A brief history of the Home Life curriculum, wich is the concern of 
this study, is presented here in order for the reader to better umersta.nd 
the growth and changes in emphases through the years . 
The Home Life Department was formed in 1939 under the guidance of 
Dr . Virginia Messenger when the courses in the area of child development 
and family relationships along with a few general courses thought of as 
general home economies, were transferred to it from the Home E-conomics 
Education Department . In the beginning these Home Life co'tU"ses wre 
regarded as service courses for students in other areas of Home Economics, 
especial1y those who were completing certification for teaching in Vocational 
Home Econanics . Emphasis was not placed on training students for a profes-
sion, but rather on helping individuals to become better adjusted persons 
and on making them better homemakers . Dm-ing the last 13 years, the 
4constance warre:n, A~ Design, for F.ducation, (New York, 1940); 2. 
50utstanding studies of this sort that. h~ve been made in. recent years 
evaluating general education, include the Nev Yark Reg-ant ' s Inquiry, the 
American Youth CCl!llllissions• study of Maryla.Ild Youth, and Robert Pace's,' 
study, They~ 1Q College, a survey of Minresota college gradua:tes . '' Mey 
DuBois at Ohio State, recently completed a dissertation, ,&! Evaluation 9I, 
~ Curricula !?!_ ,1h! School ,g! Home Economies, Oregon State College, based 
9a the Judgments !?!_ graduates. 
6oeorge E. Myers , "Follow-Up: Stepchild of' the Guidance Family, 11 
Occupatio~, 27 (November, 1948), 100. 
3 
... · ... 
department has experienced rapid growth • . In the eourse of its progress a 
major in Home Life has developed Yi th several plans of study. In J'W):) , 1941, 
the department had five graduates majori:ng in child developnent and guidance 
and femily life, the first person receiving her masters degree was in 1942. 
In June , 1952, twenty- four students received their bachelors degree with 
Iltajors in ·the department , and three received masters de~es .in Home Life . . •.• . . 
• , L .~ \ 
· During the period of World War II there was a great demand f'or teachers 
of nursery schools and dey care cemers created by the entrance of mothers 
• ..~· ,J. • ~ 
into the war imustries. This demand gave impetus to the growth of profes-
sional training for persons planning to enter this work. Not onzy was the 
department working to prepare suitable teachers to take these type of jobs, 
but it was also broadening its program to include in-service training for 
teachers in various areas through the state of Oklahoma. During these war 
years, the emphasis o:f necessity was on ch11d developnerxt and guidance , 
together with training in preschool education. The staff included specialists 
in these areas as well as well- trained and experienced persons with degrees 
of M. A. or above, serving as teachers in the demonstration m.irsery schools . 
With the return of veterans and their family to the campus following 
the war, an increase in demand for family relations am marriage courses 
resulted in this additional emp:iasis which has brought an increased enroll-
ment of students from other departments . Cout"ses .for men intensified this 
• 
t1,"end . Child development and guidance were taught vi.th an emphasis on 
family living, and a course for parents was created. In other words , the 
curriculum. in Home Life became fa:mi1-y-eentered, with increasing emphasis 
on individual personal adjustment . 
C. Purppses Qi ~ Study 
The pm-poses of this study were (1) to obtain the graduates' evaluation 
of the worth of Home Life courses to their per sonal and professional lives; 
(2) to determine in what weys these courses were of value to them; (3) to 
learn i,rhat courses ou,tside the Hor.1e Life area have serv~d :thell). personally 
... • • • -~ I. • • \ ~ : • ' • ...: ~7 ;, . . -... 
and pr-ofessionaJ.ly; and (Ii.) to see in what respects wre the goals set up 
by the Home Life Department being fulfilled in the llves of these altmmaa. 
. . . .. . ;. ,·· 
D. ~ Assumpjions 
In order to formulate SJld carry this study to completion it was necessary 
to postulate some assumptions . Those deemed basic to this study are: 
1. That an olumna. is able to judge the worth of various courses she . 
has ta.ken in the Home Life Department; and that she is capable of 
placing those courses in rank order according to their importance in 
her life since graduation .. 
2. That it is possible to construct a questionnaire for the purpose 
of gathering the graduate • s evaluation of her courses in Home Life 
that will measure her judgment of the worth of the courses to her . 
3. That duta obtained by the questionnaire rank-order, and open-end 
devices were valid £s!:, the g;aduate in that they l;"epresented her 
conception of t heir worth to her; that being the conception on which 
·she Qparates.7 
4. That it is possible frOlll. the findings of this study to make 
deductions and make suggestions :for improvement of the Home Life 
program. 
7How he P3rceive-s the situation is in great measure the vq it 
functions in his life. This view is in accordance Yith that presented by 
Hazel Ingersoll 1n "A Study of the Transmission of Authority Patterns in 
the Family,u Genetic Pgyehology:Monogr,:aJ2bs, 38 (1948), 232 . 
CHAPTER II 
DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
A. De.scriptio.P_ ~ the Sample 
The 77 subjects used in this investigation wre all graduated from 
' 
the Hom.e L:tfe Department at Oklahoma A. and M. College betwen the years 
of 1941 to 1951, inclusive . They wre in attendance at that institution 
from one to five years . Most of them were at the time of this study living 
in the midwestern section of the United States. Fifty-seven were mBITied, 
15 were single , f'otn" were widowed , and one was divorced . Of the 57 
subjects who were married , 22 had no ehildren and the 35 married ones had 
a total of 63 children, 33 boys and 30 girls , or an average of 1 . 8 children 
per .family •1 The ages oi the children ranged from t wo months to 23 years , 
with a mean of 3. 7 years. 
The occupational classes of the subjects • husbands ranged from semi-
skilled to the professional worker s . Almost all of the husbands' occupa-
tions placed t hem in the middle or upper-middle socio-economic class. 
The husbands ' yearly salaries ranged from under $2,000 to above $5,000, 
with a mean or $4,294.12. 
The husbands ' college educations. ranged from .none to ni;_ years, with 
'• ; . '. • l ' 
the mean of 4.2 years . 
The college degrees held by the huabarxls of .t~ subjects are sh¢Wn 
on the following table: 
lynis is computed on the basis of the number of graduates who have 
children, omitting those who are Ulllll3ITied or childless. 
5 
· TABLE I 
DEGREES HEW BY THE SUBJECTS ' HOOBANDS 
Degree 
Bachelor of Science 
Ba9helor, ot ~s 
Master of Scl.e·nce. 
Doot.br of l'bilosopey-
Doctor of Medieim 
Bachelor of Education 
Master of At-ts 

















Plan ! is designed for students who are interested in hanemaldng am 
6 
in family life as a vocation. This plan recognizes the home as an important 
unit in democratic society. Hanemald.ng and family 11.f'e are considered 
professions requiring intelligence , understanding am special training. 
The course also contributes in the preparation of' students who wish to 
teach child development and family relationships, to work in religious 
education, in social and child welfare, in family counseling, in adult 
education, or in recreational and other community activities . 
Students mey use electives in Plan I to meet the requirements far 
elementary and home economics certificates . 
Plan .ll amphasizes training for specialists in child developnant alXl 
guidance atx3. in preschool education. Students are prepared to tea.ch in 
and supervise nursery schools, children' s centers and. pley schools . 
Auxiliary training is provided in child welfare , religious education, 
summer eamps, and commercial demonstration of play materials and children• s 
books . 
Students may use electives in Plan n to meet the requirements far 
nursery school-kindergarten-primary, elementary, and home·economics 
certificates .3 
2The total is more t han 57, the number of subjects who are marI"ied , 
because some of the husbands held more than one degree. 
:\u11etin, The Oklahoma Agricultural and Mecham.cal College , Division 
of Home Economics, (1950-1951), 29. 
The number of subjects who were graduates in e ach plan of study are 
shown on the. following table: 
TABLE ll 
THE NDMBER OF SUBJECTS WHO WERE GRADU.A'm) 
IN EACH PLAN OF STIDY 
Plans of study 
Pl all I aJ. OllEI' • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Plan I plus some other • • . . • . 
Plan II alona ..•.••..... 
Plan II plus some other. 
Plan II plus two others . • . 
other plans4 . . . . 






. . 10 
4 
. • 1 
Forty-four, or 57.1 per cent of the subjects did not work outside 
of t he home at the time of this investigation. Thirty, or 39 per cent 
were gaini'ully employed .!'.!YJ. ~, and three, or 3. 9 per cent had part-
time work outside of the bane . 
The number of years that the subjects were employed since college 
7 
graduation ranged from none to ll years, with a. mean of 2:.7 years . Thirty-
nina of the subjects considered themselves to be full-time homemakers , 24 
were pa.rt-time hom..emakers, and 14 did not reply to this question. 
The r~plies to the section asking tor pre.sent salaries earned by the 
- : 
subjects were unreliable since sane .supjeiets were reluctant to divulge 
this information • ... ..: 
4The department origirutl.41", being thought of in part as general home 
economics, had five plans as follows: (1) Homemaking and Family Life , 
(2) Child DeveloIJUent and Preschool Education , ( '.3 ) Home Demonstration, 
(4) Home Life with a general certificate, am. (5) Home Economics J ournalism. 
In 1942 or ' 43, the responsibilities for plans (3), (4), and ( 5) were 
assumed blJ other departments to strengthen the School of Home Economics 
leaving plans I and II as the two divisions of work that msy be chosen by 
students since that time. 
How near to being representative this sample mey be is not accurately 
known. A return of l.h per cent is considered adequate for such a study, 
indeed it is a higher return than is usually atte.ined. However, as stated 
8 
in section D, Scope and Limitations of the Study,. the sample m.ay be selective 
in that more persons who were enthusiastic about their college educations 
may have replied than those who were disappointed in values received . For 
thti.t reason positive f indings mey be more suggestive for the sample as a 
whole than are the negative , or critical ones. Because of possible limita-
tions in sampling, results will be used, not as conclusive evidence, but 
as indicators of strengths and weaknesses in the program . 
B, Construction 9f. ~ Measuring Instrument 
After the problem was decided upon, the next step in the procedure was 
to devise a measuring instrument that could be used for evaluation of the 
major in Home Life. Because there were 176 persons to be contacted, who 
lived in various sections of the United States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Mexico, 
a per sonal interview with each of these would be impossible. Therefore, a 
pencil-and-paper type of instrument appeared to be the only practical method 
of finding out what t he investigator wished to know . An investigation was 
made by the writer by consulting source books and researcr. studies to 
determine the types of questionnaire and ranking devices commonly employed 
in research.5 It was found that there are at least six types of question-
naires in comon use. These area (1) Questions which mtV be answered with 
the "Yesn or "tfo" resp~se, (2)· Ratings, as "1;1uch,u "vel'Y mu.oh ,"' etc~, 
( 3) Lists to check or rank, (4) Preference or choice bet ween two possible 
alternatives , ( 5) Open-end or nondirective questions,. (6) Statement or series 
of statements of which it is asked i f subject agrees or disagrees t herewith. 
5Authors consulted were Young, Campbell, McNemar, and Ellis . See 
bibliograpey. 
9 
Because no type of questionnaire has been proved completely reliable 
in gathering data, it was decided to use a combi nation of the methods , wit h 
the same questions repeated in t he various forms in order to check on 
internal consistency and reliability in the responses. 
As a preliminary to the formulation of a questionnaire , a tttrial11 
questionnaire was made out ~ priori and sent to graduates of the department 
.., •• • "lo- , 
vfh·o were at , th~· tima.'· 11.ving in Stillvater:. ' Their criticisms and suggestions 
were used in setting up the questionnaire in its final form . 
Thesb pr~liminer.y questionnaires • consisted of (1) a list of the courses 
offered by the Home Life Department at the time the subjects were students . 
Under the listing, the subjects were advised to state specifically how they 
felt the course helped them in their work anii/or in their personal life 
since graduation. (2) A list of questions with reference to t he various 
course areas offered by the department, and (3) a sheet requesting personal 
data.6 
From the questions pertaining to values of courses, it was found that 
the alumnae had tended to r ate their courses according to their worth, i . e ., 
"This course was extremely helpi'ul in teaching-. 11 nThis is the most 
important course toward teaching I have taken," 110ffered help in making me 
conscious of qualities to look for in a marriage mate . - A great help., tt 
ttThis course was of little or no value to me either in teaching or in my 
personal. life . 1• • 
Not only had the subjects rated the courses on the· basis of range in 
value , but they had also pointed out differences in contributions of certain 
courses to either their professional or personal lives, or both. Along with · 
6A sample of the preliminary questionnaire appears in the appendix , 
Pg. 85. 
the general statements on values of the courses, the subjects had pointed 
out also specific ways in which the courses had been of help to them . 
From the results of these tttrial questionnaires , " the investigator 
concluded that the final form of the questionnaire should include: (1) a 
face sheet for recording personal data; (2) a seven-point rating scale on 
which the ·_subjects ~re to ra.te their courses according to their value to 
. . 
10 
them in personal -liv.ingJ (3) a similar rating scale to indicate the degree 
of worth to them in their professional life; (4) some nondirective 
questions so that valuable opinions, attitudes, or suggestions could not be 
lost by a strict categorizing of answers; ( 5) a list of statements refeITing 
to specific departmental objectives for r ating of their achievement on the 
basis of a five-point scale; and (6) available space for listing courses 
outside of the Home Life Department which the subjects had found to be of 
value to them in their personal an:i professional lives . 
The :face sheet which was to supply information for description of the 
sample was to be removed upon. the return of the questionnaire to make the 
part devoted to evaluation anonymous . A letter was to accompany the 
questionnaire that would give the subjects the assurance that anoeymity 
would be maintained in order to insure greater honesty in their replies . 
Bea.ring all of these poi:ite in mind, the writer next turned her 
attention to the construction of the questionnaire for collecting data that 
would be as reliable and valid as possible umer the circmnstances . Whitney, 
in his book,- Im_ Elements g! Research, points out that the questionnaire 
can give reliable and valid inf'orm.ation if certain requirements are met in 
its formulation. These criteria are: 
1 . Is the questionnaire adequately sponsored? 
2 . Is t he purpose of the study frankly stated? 
J . Is the questionnaire on a worthy educational topic? 
4. Is it wll organiz.ed? 
5. Are the questions clearly and briefly worded? 
6. Can most of the questions be briefly answered with a check mark 
or a fact or figure, and is the number of questions requiring 
extensive subjective replies kept to a minimum? 
11 
7. Is the information requested not available elsewhere, ar:d obtained 
only through a questionnaire? 
8. Is the questipnnaire set up in proper meehanioal torm? 
9. Are the dam.ands of the questionnaire reasonable? 
10. Is a summary of results or other proper returns promised 
respondents?7 
The instrument con.struQted for this study definitely aimed to get non-. - . . . 
directed replie~ to avoid evaluations that were suggested. These replies 
were treated induc.tively to determine what evaluations were given spon-
taneously, · these believed to have greater validity than those gained in 
response to suggestion. 
Efforts were made to construct an instrument which would include 
questions covering the necessary information needed for this study and 
which would be in accordance with most of the above criteria. 
In the appendix (p. 81) is a copy of the measuring instrument thus 
constructed. It consists of four parts, namely: (1) two forms for listing 
rank-order of courses in their contributions to subjects personal and 
professional lives; (2 ) spaces for the listing of courses other t han Home 
Life courses found to be of worth to subjects (a ) in their personal arrl 
(b) in their pr'Ofessional lives; (3) a section consisting of ten open-end 
ques tions; and (4) thirty-three statements relative to the goals of the 
Home Life Department to which the subjects -were to designate degree of 
achievement in their lives. 
Effectiveness~~ que s tionnaire~ evaluation of~ Home Life education 
There are limi ta.tions in the use of a questionnaire for measuring the 
contributions of a college education to the life of an individual; even an 
7Fredrick L. Whitney, IE!. Elements £f Research (New York, 1946), 139. 
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inst rument consisting of several types of :informati on- getting devices such 
as were used i n t hi s study. Evalua.tion is a difficult process because there 
are so ma.r:w intangible s that do not lend themselves to measurement . The 
investigator has had to rezy on the judgment of the subjects, t he unique 
construction of t he questionnaire , and the soundness of the method of 
analysis to produce an evaluat ion that is meaningful . 'I'he judgment of the 
subjects in ranking the .courses in order of their value in their lives , and 
reasons given to subs tantiat e answers to open-end type of questions, are 
believed to yield fairly valid results. 8 Rating of' statements · related to 
achievement of goals probab4r yields sane returns in the form of evaluation. 9 
The degree of effectiveness of the measure and its reliability depends 
largely, however , on the consistency of the result s am. t heir logical rela-
tion to (1) trends in the curriculum over the years and (2) goals set up 
by the Home Life Department. Result s of the analysis of data indicate t hat 
these t wo criteria have for the most part been met . Results of the r ank-
order analysis show that t he basic trends in emphases in education for 
family livi ng during the past ten years are evidenced in the personal lives 
of the alumnae . This means that educational intent agrees 'With result . 
In the returns on the inductive pr:-ocess used for the open-end questions 
gr aduates are stating in several different weys the same basic values they 
have received from their educations. Thus they indicate , in the r ating of 
achievements accomplished -or not accomplished, whether or not the goals £or 
8A1bert A. Campbell, "Two Problems in the Use of the Open Questions," 
Journal £1. Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, 40 (1945), PP• 340-343. 
Pauline V. Young, ttThe Validity of Schedules and Questionnaires," 
Journal ££ Mucational Sociology, 14 (September, 1940) , pp. 22-26. 
9Ibid. 
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them as set up by the Home Life D.epartnie1,1t have been met . It is on the 
basis of internal consistency, . of logical res~ts that con£orm to recognized 
goals and educational. trends, that ·give this instrument a degree of effective-
ness as an evaluative measure . 
C, ScoPf:! ~ Limitations gt :th! Study 
This study includes the subjects who majored in Home Life during the 
last ten-year period . It is an evaluation, therefore , of the contributions 
to the lives of the graduates of the Home Life curricult.nn for that period 
only . The findings apply only to the sample from which t hey were derived 
and not to graduates in the years before or since the p:3riod stipulated • 
• 
The evaluation pertains also only to the curriculum as it was at the time 
the alumnae took the cotu-ses, not necessarily as it is now. However, there 
may be some contributions , found to be of value to these alumnae , that are 
relatively stable and can be assumed to carry on in the cmTiculum of the 
future . Same of those contributions relate to growth (1) in self-insight, 
(2) in personal adjustment , (3) in understanding of others , (4) in relation-
ship skills in living and working with others (family included), (5) in 
professional knowledge and abilities, and (6) in community contributions. 
These values have r emained fairly constant throughout the ten~ar period 
and , since they are still t he objects of goals in the Home Life Department , 
will probably continue to be contributions to the lives of future graduates. 
Because of this, there is re~o~ to believe that _·the results of this study 
have predictive value for future graduates and may contribute to curriculum 
planning for future Hom~ Life . progr ams . 
The study is limited to what can be obtained in the wa:y of evaluation 
th..rough written forms . No returns were obtained from 53. 9 per cent of the 
total population of graduates in t he ten~ear period . It is not possible to 
conclurle from this study to what d.egi."ee the Home Life program has met t he 
needs of those graduates . In other words , it is not possible to reach any 
mathematical calculatio-n of the value of Home Life instruction for t he total 
population of alumnae . All that can be learned is related to t he types and 
kinds of contributions found to be of value from the college experience as 
pregented by the group who responded to the questionnaire . It is possible 
that sane of the adverse critic1sms of courses and their contributions were 
not made available to the study because dissatisfied graduates were 
reluctant to return questionnaires , or graduates who did make returns may 
have emphasized t he positive values and omitted some of those that were 
negative . For t hese reasons it is believed t hat the findings of this study 
are somewhat limited to positive gains experienced by the alumnae as a 
result of majoring in Home Life, although definite negative responses were 
received and recognized . The writer makes no claims for t he completeness 
of any of these f'lndings, only for the existence of those factors deduced 
from the analysis of the questionns.::i.re dat a . 
D. Procedure 
After the problem was decided upon, the first step was to obtain the 
present addresses of t he graduates who had graduated in the last ten years 
with a Home Life ma jor . 
Because the files of both the department and the s chool of Hane Economics 
were somewhat inadequate, the inve,stigator · concluded that · -:t;he; best means to 
obtain these addresses was to send out cards to the parents (or guardians) 
of t he alumnae requesting information of t heir daughters • present wh_e:reabouts . 
This was done through the use of double post cards . (See appendix, p . 84) . 
One card explained why the information was r e quested and was signed by t he 
He ad of the Home Life Department . The other eard contained a form for 
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recording the information requested. It was to b3 filled out , torn ofi , ani 
r eturned to the depm·t.rne~1t HeacJ . Of the 184 cards sent out , there were 
96.4 per cent returned . 
Followine the return of these cards the i nstrwnent to be used for 
measurement was devi~ed . 'r}lese questionnaires uith an accompanying letter 
of explanation signed by the nead of the department (See appendix, P• 89 ) 
and a stamped addressed envelope for their return, were sent only to the 
graduates whose parents or guardians had returned· the preliminary post card; 
thus to those for whot1 we had present addresses . Three weeks following the 
sending of the questionnaires , a cnrd (See appendix, p . 91) was sent to 
those who had not returned their questionnaire reminding them to do so. 
Of the 178 questiomkmes sent to g-radua.tes 82 were re·lim"ned . Seventy-
seven of these were used for the study becc.use two were returred too late 
to be used and t hree uere incomplete . 
Upon the return of the questionnaire the f irst page containing 
personal data was removed. The year the subject graduated and a code 
number were placed on the remainder or the questionnaire. By this means 
the responses to the questionnaire lost their identify with the subject who 
had presented them. 
The questionnaires were divided into three groups according to the 
year that t he subjects had graduated. Group I includes those who graduated 
from 1941 to 1946, inclusive; group II , those who graduated from 1947 to 
1949, inclusive; and group III, those who graduated from 1950 to 1951 , 
inclusive . The college catalogues for the ten years between 1941 to 1951 
showed t hat there were distinct changes in the curriculum at the time that 
each division in the sample was made . It was not known by the investigator 
if these changes wou.ld affect the results of the study; therefore , each 
group was tabulated separately. There were 32 subjects in group I, 20 in 
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group II, and 2 5 in group III . Personal data on the .face sheet were the 
first to be compiled. This information was used in the description of the 
sample . In addition, present addresses of the graduates were checked 
with those obtained from the pt"eliminary cards and addresses supplied by 
the face shee.t -were added to those . This brought the Home Life files up 
to date , ready: .for construction of a directory of those to whom a sumnary 
or the results of the study would l:a sent . 
A tabulation sheet was made for the remainder of the personal dat a , and 
each item t abulated umer its respective category. The checks wre then 
counted , the ranges and means calculated, and a description of the sample 
was written. 
Pages one and two constitute the ttRank-order Forms" of the questionnaire. 
The alumnae ranked the courses they had had in Home Life in the order of 
their value to their protessionaJ. live s . Beside the r ank-order listing, 
specific reasons were given by the subjects as to weys in which each 
course had been of value . 
A tabulation sheet was made up by listing the seven categories on 
the rank-order sheet and individual courses supplied by the questionnaires, 
listed under their respective categories. A count was then made of the 
indi vidua.l courses listed under each category and a tentative t able set up. 
The category of n as valuable as not11 was used as the mid-point and a coUlllt 
' . 
•• • J • 
was made or the . number o.f times e ach .co~se appeared above- an;l below the 
mid-point and the percentage of differences v,ere then calculated and com-
piled in t ables . These tables were in reality the first steps i n t he 
process of analysis, as t hey showed only a compilation of the courses and 
the numbers and p:3rcentages of those above and below the mid-point together 
with their differences.10 To make a more meaningful interpretation of the 
10 
See Tables III and lV, pp. 22 & 2). 
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results a second series of tables .was constructed grouping the courses 
ll 
under t he specif"lc areas to which they were related. These areas were · 
(1) child developnent and guidance , (2) preschool education, (3) r-er sonal 
adjustment , (4) marriage and family relationships , and (5) readings and 
re_search . The t abulation a,nd percentages aboye and below the mid-point 
and the diff&rences and their percentages" in each ~ were shown in this 
~table •11 The third step was to pre:;.-ent a graphic picture showing the rank-
order of each~ in its relative value to the graduates . This same 
process was used in analyzing the data which ge:ve an evaluation of Home 
Life contributions to the personal~-of the subjects . From the results 
of these processes conclusions wre drawn as to the areas that contributed 
most to the per sonal and professional lives of the subjects. Tre specific 
reasons listed by the alumnae for ranking the courses as they did viere not 
used because many people did not fill in this section, and many of those who 
did, did so in such an incomplete form the information was of relativel¥ 
no value . It was found that the nondirective questions supplied much more 
valid infornw.:t:ior: of the same ld.nd. 
The second part of the questionnaire asked for a listing of courses 
outside of the Home Life Department that the graduates thought were most 
valuable to them in their personal and professional lives . These data 
were grouped into specific areas and show in tables . Follcwing this process 
an interpretation of the tables was made and conclusions -wre drawn. 
The portion of the questiormaire dealing with "Yo~ Life since College 
Graduationtt was analyzed next. The first step in the treatment of the 
data gleaned f'rom the replies to ttyes-nott questions was to t a~te and 
combine returns i n t ables . Responses written in as reasons for the yes or 
llsee Table V, P• 24. 
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no reply were treated inductively., however , this being the more valuable 
return in terms of evaluation, since responses were spontaneous am not 
suggested. 
An explanation of the inductive process follovss All reasons given to 
t he. in'.lividual questions wre copied on sheets of paper with all answers to 
the same question being grouped together (except for questions four and five 
which wre thrown together). The next problem was to group the answer s to 
each question under headings that appeared to describe a group of reasons. 
This process is referred to as finc'Hng generalizations. The replies were 
out apart and pasted um.er the specific category to which they referred, 
thus enabling a count of the number of times the same value was mentioned 
by the subjects. Most subjects listed more than one reason for their reply, 
making the total reasons given to most of the questions nmnber mare than 
77, the number of subjects involved in this study. A talil.e was then set up 
revealing generalizations reached by the induction process with the nmnber 
and percentage of responses um.er each category. I nterpretations were made 
of each t able and the results and conclusions :f'rom these data were drawn. 
Responses to the final portion of the questionnaire (pages 5 and 6) 
were t he last to be analyzed. This section consisted of 33 statements 
related to the objectives of the Home Life Department. The subjects rated 
t hese stat~ents on a five~int scale a.cc~ng to · the £:allowing code: 
I 
"S nn --etrongly disagree .. The indi~dual replie-s to this section were 
' ~ . . ,I 
tabulated and the responses converted into percentages or the total. The 
questions that per tained to each objective, with their respective percentages 
of "SA," "A," 11U," "D," "SD," and "N R11 (no rep.41'), -were compiled i n t ables. 
The replies and their percentages were lef't in the five original categories 
... 
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as well as totaled above and below the "undecidedtt rating. These details 
\-rare shown in the tables in order for the reader to see the intensity of the 
agreement or disagreement in each ease •12 From these tables interpretations 
were made as to whether :the subjects confirme~ ~ failed to confirm the ful-
fillment of .each speoi,fic objective. 
A final table was constructed to show a compilation of the i:ercentage 
responses on all the objectives . It vas used to form a basis for comparison 
of the degree to which each objective was achieved. Its interpretations 
served to summarize the findings of the goal analysis. 
12In some replies the degree of the agreement was more marked indicating 
that the subjects were more emphatic about the accomplishment of certain 
objectives than they were about others . 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA. 
A. Findings ~ ~-order Data 
The tirst portion of the analysis was done to i'ul.fill, at least in 
part I the first stated purpose of this investigation: "To obtain the 
graduates evaluation of the worth of Home Lti'e courses to t heir personal 
and professional lives. 11 The data used were the courses submitted in r ank-
order by the subjects relative to personal and professional gains. (See 
PP• 1 am 2 of t he questionnaire in the appemix, p. 90.) 
The first step in the evaluation process was to get the subjects• 
rankings of the courses taken in the order of their contribution to the 
graduates• personal and professional lives. Subjects were asked to place 
these courses in rank order beside the categories "of most value ,U "of 
next most value ,1' n of more value t han not, tt II as valuable as not, 11 "of some 
value , but largely not," "of next least value," and "of least value.n I n 
the treatment of t hese data it was decided to compare by simple count the 
number of times · a :course. W8$ listed above the mid-point category of "as 
valuable as not" to the number of times it was listed below that point . A 
weighting of +l was given to each count to constitute the score above and 
below the mid-point for e ach course. Score differences and percentages of 
difference above and below the mid-point were computed. These are shown in 
Table IV .for courses that contributed to the professional achievement of 
t he subjects. 
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The next step in the analysis was , (1) to combine all the courses under 
the five principal instructional areas to which t hey relate, (2) to combine 
their scores from tables III and IV under the area headings , am (3) to 
compute the per centage ea.oh count was of t e whole • The final step con-
' sisted of compiling· t he 'differences in weighted values above and below the 
mid- point on the rank order scale to show wri..ich m:'eas or instruction were 
judged by the subjects to be of greatest and of least value to them, 
personally and professionally, for the three different time periods . FrOI!l 
the results of this analysis it ~s possible to determine rank-order of 
values attributed to each area of instruction as \·Jell as to determine trer.rls 
in educational emphases. Results of this series of analyses are shown in 
Table V for Groups I , II, am. III . Interpretation of results follows : 
]'1 " ., i 
Course 
Child Developnent am Guidance 
(Preschool) 
Marriage 
124-4Iome Economics Basic (Home Life ) 
~amily Relationships 








Readings in Child Developnent rux1 Guidance 7 
·Preschool Teaching I 
,The Individual and the Family 
5 
5 
Child Develapnent and Guidance (Adolescent) 5 
-Preschool Teaching II 
~erent-Child Relations 
iTeschool Education 
.Personal and Fa.'lrl.ly Living 
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rfill: 
V 
Cotn"·se . Above BelOW' Diff. % Dii'f. 
J 
resehool Teaching II 12 0 12 100 
ihildren' s Interests in ScJ,ence mx1 
;he Arts 13 l ]2 85 
'reschool Teaching I 11 0 11 -100 
:hild Developnent a:nd Guidance (Preschool ) 11 0 11 100 
'reschool Education 9 l 8 80 
:hild Develop:nent and Guidance 
:school Age) 8 1 7 7T 
24-Home Economics Basic (Home Life) 9 4 5 38 
'amily Relationships 5 2 3 ~ 
>arsenal and Family Living 2 0 2 100 
:hild Developnent and Guidance (Adele scent ) 3 1 2 50 
tarriage 2 1 1 33 
>arent..Child Relations 1 1 0 0 - , -
leadi ngs -in Child Developnent and 
~amily Life 4 5 -1 -100 
leadings in Preschool Education 0 2 -2 -200 
-
TABLE V 
WIGHT.EDS C<l4PILED AQCOB.DING TO >tAJOR /I.BEAS OF INSffiOO'.ttON 
TOOETBER mm PERCEN'l'.AGE OF Dlf.FERENCE ABOVE AND BELOW THE MII),..fOINT ON THE RA?ffl..Oal) SCA1E 
'•. 
24 2, 5 4 19 65 19 18 4 ' 15 6; '-4 27 3 2 31 S3 
Child developnent am guidance 34 ,, l. 0 3, 94 24 23 0 0 24100 22 17 4 J 18 69 
Personal adjustment 6 5 6 5 0 0 12 11 7 6 5 26 23 is ' 3 2 20 76 
Preschool ed:ucation 15 14 ' 2 12 66 28 2? 0 0 2S 100 22 17 2 l 20 83 Research and readings 6 5 2 1 4 so 4 :3 3 2 l 14 9 7 l 0 8 80 
.,. 
)ntribulions to J>;rofassowil,. Lite 
Mede by ,Courses int ·. 
Family relationabips aMMe.rriqe 25 20 9 7 16 47 .7 s 2 2 5 S5 s 7 4 3 4 33 
Child develo:pment $nd guidJmce 17 30 2 l '' 89 16 20 0 0 16100 '" 22 20 2 1 20 83 
Personal adjustment 7 5 3 2 4 40 6 7 5 6 1 9 ll 10 4 3 7 46 
Preschool education 27 22 3 2 24 00 2S '' 4 ' 24 71!, 45 41 . 2 l 43 91 Research and rendings 7 5 2 1 ' ;s 6 7 4 5 2 20 4 ' 7 6 ... , -50 
able V is a c01npil.atiort of the scores &om the rank-ordw ~is of Tables III and IV now assembled in iwtruo-
ional The7 a.re recorded in th$ir nunber and percent.a.f:.'G or diff'erenae above and below: the ··-... point of the areas . 
a.nk-order scale. This compilation is a step in the process ot reducing the r~--order results to ~erms that can bo 
nterpreted. Tables VI and VII vbich tollOW' present the differences in sca:rins so deri-ved: ~ -om the process Qarried 
brougb in thi-=s table . From t m, sigm.fide.nt interpt-etations can be dra:wn. 
' 
TABLE VI 
INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS IN ORDER OF THEm RANK 







N N N 
lat. Child develoi:xnent Marriage and fam-
~guid~ 3:3 Pre school education 28 ily relations 31 
I 
·• 
• 2nd. Merr.fage am fam.- Child ·developnent Personal adjust-
ily relationships 19 and Guidance 24 ment. 20 
)rd. Preschool educa- Marriage am family Pre school eauea-
tion 12 relationships 15 tion 20 
4th. Readings and Personal adjust- Child developnent 
research 4 m.ent 5 am Guide.nee · 18 
5th. Rea.dings and Readillgs and 
Personal adjustment 0 research 1 research 8 
The table above lists the areas of cotU"ses i n r ank-order according to 
their contributions to tha personal lives of t he alumnae. It appears t hat 
between the years of 1939 and 1946 the greatest amount of value was derived 
from the courses pert-sining to child development a.Ild guidance, with the 
cour~es in personal adjustment contributing the least , and with t he areas 
of Family Relationships, Preschool F,ducation , and Research f'alllng between 
in that order. 
In the second group of subjects, or those who graduated between the 
years of l9t:/. to .. 1949 inclusive, :e courses in ~schoel education shifted 
• • ... ~ • ~ r - ~ ~.. ;;.' • ~ 
from its previous ,rank in Group I of ~third place, to that of being of most 
value far Group II graduate s . Courses ~n the area of child developnent and - , . ~ . 
"' ; ~ , . ' .l 
guidance which ·were f ormerl y r anked as of greatefst valti.e i n' the subjects ' 
personal lives in Group I were in Group II given second r anking. Family 
relations an:1 personal adjustment courses i n t hat order were r anked third 
and fourth, am courses in :research wer <3 r an.ked as contributing t he least 
to the alumnae personal lives. 
The most recent graduates {those between the years of 1949 to 1951 
i nclusive) rankad t he courses in family relationships as those being of 
" ' .. () 
most v~ue to them in t he:ix P3rsonal lives. The area of pe?.·sonal adjustment 
which uas adjudged as being of least value to the esrli.est group of gradu-
ates, am r miked as next to least vaJ.ue by the. middle group, was given 
second place by the latest group. Preschool education courses followed 
1 closely , and t he ares. of child development and guidance was ranked in 
f'our·th place . 
Courses in the area of research were again, as i n the middle gl"oup, 
ranked as contributing the least to the personal lives of the subjects . 
The investigator was i nformed by t he head of the department that 
there has been an i ncreasing emphasis in the instructional areas of fami~y 
relationships and personal adjustment since 1945, when the last curriculum 
revision was made . This change of emphasis has had its effects i n the 
lives of the recent graduates, as indicated by t he high rankings given 
these two related areas by subjects in Group III . The agreement of findings 
with instructional emphases, as exam.plified here, is an i trlication of the 
validi ty of the rank-order returns . Another interJretation could be made 
regarding tha higher ranking or child d.evelopnent and guidance ~ or . 
Jreschool . education courses for graduates of t he earlier half of the · 
decade, i n that these subjects are experiencing parenthood more at present 
than are the recent graduates., Group III . Such ·course m,ay be of greater 
value to t he earlier graduates t han to the recent on:,s because they 
1Although both the areas of per sonal a dj ust:ment and preschool education 
showed a difference 0£ 20, more subjects listed the area of person.al adjust-
ment as 'being valuable than listed t he area of preschool education. 
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are the ones who have begun their family and can appreciate t he application 
of such learnings to their own parenthood. Moreover, it is believed that, 
because t he staff who wre teaching in that area at the time were more 
highly trailled am specialized than those of later teriods, it is reason-. . . 
able to believe that the 'learnings of t hose early graduates -were of a higher 
quality than t l:ose of graquates who~e teache~s have been less wll-trained . 
'' ~ • lo •. ~. 
Obtaining w11 .... trained ehild development teachers has become increasing'.cy 
difficult in recant years, 
Probably all three factors are operating to produce the trend noted in 
Table VII. The rank-order of the instructional areas in the Hane Life 
Department are listed according to their contributions to the professional 
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Group III N, N·, N• 
Child develoi;ment Preschool 
and guidance 35 Preschool education 24 education 43 
Preschool educa- Child deveJ.opnent Child developnent 
tion 24 and guidance 16 and guidance 20 
Marriage an:l fam- Marriage and family Personal . 
ily relationships 16 relationships 5 adjustment 7 
Readings ard Readings am Marriage ar.d tam-
research 5 research 2 l1:y relationships 4 
Personal adjust- Personal &ljust- Readings atd 
ment 4 ment 1 research -3 
The earliest group of graduates adjudged the courses in child develop-
ment and guidance as those contributing the most to their professional lives; 
2S 
a.."ld t hose in personal adj1..J.Stment as contributing the least, with courses in 
preschool education, family relationships and marriage, and readings atxl 
research ranking in between, in that order . 
The courses in preschool e ducation shifted tram a prev:!o--.1s r ank of 
second pla.ce £or Group I to fu~t ra.nk in Gr9up !I,, or t ha.t of being ·of 
{ 
most vtlue to the subjects in t heir professional lives in Groups II and I I I . -
The area of child developnent e.nd guidance was r~ed as sec01xl i n value, 
family relationships and marriage third, readings and research as f ourth, 
ruld the area of personal adjustment f irth ,. or as being 0£ least v al:ne to 
t he alumnae in their professitmal lives. 
In the la.test group of graduates , courses in preschool education were 
scored far above t he others in their professional worth to tbe graduates 
(43 points). The area of child development and guidance again was ranked 
as second in vaJ.ue, Personal adjustment courses 'Which heretofore had been 
considered by the alumnae i n the earlier groups to contribute the least, 
ranked third i n order for t he lates·t group,. and courses in family relation-
ships and maITiage fell close behim in fom-th place ., 
Turning our attention agai n to Table VII, we see a shift in the placing 
of readings and research courses in relation to time periods. The two 
earlier groups had both listed this area i n fotrlh place in rank order of 
value , but the latest ·,~oup (III) listed it as oontributi.ng t he least of all 
the areas to t h.air professional lives. As is shown in the preceding table , 
t he difference was minus t lu-ee , which i r.dicated t hat t r ee ~ subjects 
considered this area to be of l:tttle or m value in their professional lives 
than t he number who regarded it as being a contributing factor . What is t he 
reason for this low: r ank? Could it be t hat graduates fail to apply their 
research an1 r eadings i nformation in their jobs? Or ·is it that they fail 
to ~ the value of t hese learnings in their prof'esaionaJ. lives? It might 
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even be t hat the ii' lack of readim ss when they took the course, and their 
dislike or disinterest in it has biased t heir reaction to its contributions 
to their work. 2 
Courses in preschool educat1on and child developnent and guidance 
probably ranked of g;t"eatest value to the professional lives of the subjects 
in all groups because these courses were close]¥ related to the occupations 
which these persons followed. As has been sho\m in Table XIV,, most of the 
subjects have entered vocations in pres·chool education and related areas • 
.Another f actor contributing to these findings mey be that the department 
has through the years inareased its emphasis on preschool and elementary 
education. Not until about 1948, when the child. developnent ar:d guidance 
courses of school age clrl.ldren and adolescents ware added, had much emphasis 
been placed upon the relati911ship of this department to the School of Ed.ucatioI 
Since that time I an increasing number of the Home Life graduates has branched 
out into elementary education and obtai.ned their. eertif'icates in that field. 
Thia qualifies them to teach kindergarten and elementary grades in t he public 
schools. The additional certification gives more job opportunities for Home 
Life graduates in Oklahoma, where most of our graduates are living at the 
i:resent time. The supply of nursery school teachers is of'ten greater t han 
the demand, while the deman:1 for kindergarten teachers is gt'eater than the 
supp~ . 
, ~ : 
Summary !l.f Findings ~ Rank-order ~ 
Results from the r a.nk-ordei, analysis· indicate t hat the earlier graduates 
have found the .courses that dealt specifieally with children have been of 
g;t"eat3st value to them in their personal lives with courses in family 
2This observation agrees with the fimings of Mtq DuBois, g:e. ~. 
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relationships ranking next . This ma:y be because these groups consist 
largely of parents and the learnings relate specifically to their present 
family living. The most recent group of graduates ranked the areas of family 
relationships and marriage , and p:3rsonal adjustment highest in their contri-
butions to peraonai ~iving. Research and readings -were listed last , probab~ 
because graduates failed to make direct application of their learnings to 
their .personal li,ving. 
Found to be of greatest value in the professional lives of the graduates 
were the areas of instruction related to preschool education. This is a 
logical conclusion since almost one-half of the graduates are, or have been, 
preschool teachers and others have taught. in related educational fields . 
The area of personal adjustment gained in emphasis tram fifth place in 
Group I to fourth in I I and up to second place in Group Ill . It is assumed 
that recerrt graduates are seeing more relationship bet-ween good personal 
adjustment and success on the job than did the earlier gi:-aduates . Perhaps 
the greater emphasis in the Home Life. curriculun on developing wholesan.e 
personalities has contributed to this trend . It is also indicated here, as 
in l ater sections, that insights and understandings learned in courses on 
personal adjustment, and those gained from child developnent and guidance 
also , contribute to professional proficiency. Training received in preschool 
education has made consistent contributions to the professional success of 
the subjects during the last t en~ar period . In further analyses presented 
in this study , however , graduates give evidence of. believing such speci.t'ic 
training could be augmented by greater thoroughness and with additional 
experience.a. {See summaries i n section C). In other words , they would 
recommend giving students "more of the same . 11 
B • Findings ~ the Listing gf Courses ~ ~ Those in ~ .YJ.! 
~ !2 E! 9$. Greate st ~ !2 ~ Sub.jects 
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The graduates of the Home Life Department were asked to list the cotn"ses 
outside or t he Home Life Department, and cer tain electives, t hat t hey had 
£'ound to be of,vaJ.ue to them in t heir personal am professional- -llves . The 
following t able shows "the areas listed wit h the number· o-f t imes· they -were 
mentioned by the ~ubjecrlis. 
TABLE VII 
COURSES OTHER THAN THOSE IN HCJ.1E LIFE LISTED BY 
SUBJECTS AS BEDtG OF GREATEST WORTH TO · THD~ Ill THEIR 
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIVF.S 
In In 
Areas of Personal Life fl:of'essional X:4:f'e 
Instruction N. Total N. Total 
1. Home Economics Courses other than 
Home Life 
Household arts 78 8 
Household science 65 25 
Home :management 18 4 
Home Economics Education ---A 165 2 -
2. General F,ducation 
Humanities 32 25 
Language arts 28 18 
Arts and era.rt s 25 l4 
Biological sciences 3 6 
Health and physical education 7 5 
Physical sciences 8 l~ _J 71 -
3. Education Directed Toward 
Teaching 
AddJjMnal courses 5 7 
Certification (Elementary) 0 5 8 15 - -
4. Business courses 5 · 5 18 18 -
Total. 278 143 
No reply 8 24 
Thetable above reveals t he fact t hat nearly twice as ma:rtV of t he 
subjects listed courses which were of value in their. personal lives, as 
those courses which were valuable i n their professional lives. 
In rank order, home economics courses other than Home Life were 
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mentioned as being of most worth to t he alum.nae to t heir personal lives 
while cour~s i n general education we1'6' fo~ to be of most value· in their 
~ ' ~ 
professional lives. General education courses r w.ked in second place in 
contributions to personal living while Home Economics courses other t han 
Home Lif'e ranked second in worth for vocational competence. 
Busines~ courses ranked third for their contributions to the subjects • 
professional lives, and education courses that were directed toward teaching 
f ollowed closely , 
From these findings, it appears that the eleotives taken in home 
economics and general education have proved to be of most value to the 
subjects in both their personal and prof'assional lives. 
c. Results !r.9!!! ~Analysis~ Questionnaire~ 
This section consists of 1ables, their interpretations, and findings 
obtained in that portion of the questionnaire entitled ttyour Life Since 
College Graduation.n These qu~stions dealt wit_h satisfactions in the 
college maj.o:r, in the chosen profession, and in the adequacy of the education 
f or living in t he circumstances i n which t he subjects now fin:l themselves. 
The questions ~quired posit;ve or negative anawrs together with reasons 
. ,• 
f or t he respective replies. 
1 . Responses to-quastion as to whether graduates would choose same major 
and professional field 
To obtain the graduates • avowed attitudes toward t heir Home Life major, 
t he question was asked i f they were to do it over again, would t hey choose 
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Home Life as a mujor o The responses t o t his question together wlth a 
grouping of t he reasons given for t he choices are given i n Tables I X and X. 
TABLE IX 
NlMBER , AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPOI1SES TO ' QUESTION 
REGARDING SELECTION OF HOME LIFE AS A MAJOR IF GIVEN ANOTHER CHAl CE 
; • 
Reply Number Per Cent 
1. Yes . • . . • . 65 . . 84.5 
2. No . • • . . . . . 12 • . . • 15.6 
Total 77 100. 
In answer to the question, ttif you were to do· it c:tVer again, would you 
choose Home Life for your major in college?" as shown in Table IX, 84.5 per 
cent indicated they would ani 15.6 per cent that they would not do so. 
The subjects wer e asked to give reasons far their replies to t he 
question. There were a variety or replies, but upon closer observation it 
was noted t hat they grouped themselves umer definite headings relative to 
their contributions to t he lives of the subjects . Inductive method1 uas 
then used to collect the reasons under descriptive headings , the resulting 
breakdmm- being shown in Table X, which follows. 
1see sa.."llple form of inductive process in the appendix, p. 92, and a 
description of the process of drawing generalizations in section D, 
chapter II, under ttprocedure.11 
TABLE X 
REASONS FOR CHOOSING , OR NOT CHOOSING, HOME LIFE 
AS A MAJOR IF GIVEN THE CHOICE AGAIN 
.. 
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Reasons given ;{es Total No Total. 
1 . For its hOlllemaking values 28 1 - -28 1 
2. For its professional worth 
General contributions 17 9 
Contributions to work with 
children 8 ....Q - 25 9 
3. For its va1ues i n u.nderstanding 
self am. others 
I nsight into human relations 10 0 
Abilities in human relations _J ....Q 
13 0 
4, For its value to subjects as a 
per son 
Personal satisfaction 2 0 
Personal adjustment 11 0 - -13 0 
5. For reasons t hat are unrelated 
4 3 
Totals 79 13 
Table X gives the list of the reasons arrived at by induction for 
choosing or not choosing HClil\8 Life as· a majQr i.f gi..ven t he choice again. 
It vill be noted that the n'l.lll.ber of reasons given total more t han the 71, 
wbieh is the nunwer of subjects . This is because ma.xv people qualified t heir 
"yestt or 11 non answrs with more than one reason . For example, Case 39 wrote: 
ttyas, I feel t hat Home Life offers an opportunity for a girl to learn about 
famil y life . At the same time in this major she can prepare for an outside 
job-or a t emporary job 1u1til marriaga . 11 The first part of t his reply, 
11! feel that Home Life offers an opportunity for a girl to learn about 
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family life, " belongs under the first category, "For its homemaking values ," 
and the remainder of the reply pertains to its contributions to her pro-
fession. 
From the replies to the question., "If you were to do it aver again, 
would you choose Honie Life for your major in college?n it appears that most 
of the alumnae (86%) were ,.Je.11 enough satisfied with their choice to choose 
it .again. They gave ~ reasonss (1) for its value to them now that t hey 
are ho:roomakers, (2) for its general contributions to their professional 
life and their work with children, ( 3) for their um.erstanding of self' a.ni 
others~ an:1 (4.) for its contributions to their personal adjustment . 
If one vere to attempt a S1.lJllillarY of the findings on this question., 
he might conclude t hat because the subjects would choose t he same major 
again, they value their Home Life education biglicy', Reasons given for this 
choice would be indicative of the value of this education to them as persons . 
The real values appear to be in relation to such things as homemaking., human 
relationships, and work adjustment .. 
In order to determine if the graduates were satisfied with their pro-
fession, they were asked if t hey would choose t he same professional field 
were they to do it over again. 
TABLE XI 
NtJ.mER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO QUES·TION REGARDING 
THE CHOICE OF SAME PROFESSIONAL FIEID IF GIVEN ANOTHER CHANCE 
Reply 
1. Yes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3. No reply' • • • • . • . . • • • • . • • 
Number 
57 • . . . . • 
8 • . • . . . 
7 . 




In answer to the question, 11 I f you were to do it over again, would you 
choose t he same professional field? 11 the alumnae gave the responses sho'Wll 
in Table m This table indicates that 74 per cent would choose t he same 
fi'el~ again, · 10 per oont wuld n6t , 6 per cene would .. with modifications am 
, ... .. . 
. . . 
variations, anci 9· per eent did not repiy. 
TABLE XII 
REASONS FOR CHOOSING , OR NOT CHOOSING, 
THE SAME PROFESSIONAL FIEll) AGAIN 
Reasons given Yes Total 
1 . Because of liking to work with children 
a . In service to, and 10 
b. Through love for .-2 
15 
2. For its contributions to personal and 
family life 
14 
3. Because of enjoying the work 
14 
4. For job security 8 - 8 















choosing t he same professional life. Again it is pointed out that moiw of 
the subjects ' answers i ncluded more than one reason, as seen in Case 23, 
11Yes , I got enough education courses to get a t emporary teachers certificate 
and enough general home economics t o make it profitable for me in my 
~rsonal life . n 
-~ 
I'rom Tabla XII i t :is evident t ~1~t the most common reason for c_.oosing 
t he s . pr ofessl n _s because of the graduates ' liking to work wit h 
children as noted in the fifteen responses to item 1 . The next category, 
11 for its contributions to perso~ai a.niL ftmrl.1.y life:,'' ranks seco¢, with 
f ourteen positive responses and no negative ones . The reason given an 
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"because I enjoy my workn is not so marked because thirteen pe~ons . i np.i~~-
ted a poDitive reply m five , a 11egative one. ttFor job security," there 
were eight positive and three 1:egative responses . The question arises, 
11 Wlzy' wa.s job security not mentioned more fre quently?" Evidently, persona 
in the Home Life professions value the personal satisfactions derived from 
wor c they enjoy wit h children and others, and work that contributes to their 
own personal and family life more than the certainty of being able to get a 
job. 
I f one were to surmnarize what was learned from the responses to the 
question, ttif you -were to do it over again, would you choose the same pro-
fessional field?n one would conclude that most of the subjects were well 
enough sat isfied 'With the professional choice to choose it again. However, 
the baois for their replies was largely personal satisfaction in the work, 
aside from job security. 
. ' . 
2. Responsos _ to question t;Oncei-mng additional educatio.nal experiences 
subjects tJotil.d include were they to repeat their education 
.The seventy-seven respoments to the questionnaire used 1n this study 
were asked to list the experiences t hey would appreciate having had to pre-
pare t hemselves better for the life they now live. These reactions are 
round in Table XIII. 
It is interesting to note t hat although the question asked for 









NUKJ3Crr Al!!) rmCEH'f AGES OF RESPOl!SES TO QUESTION CO?!CERNING 
ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIE!'JCES SUBJECTS WOUID 
DlCLUDE WERE TI1EY TO REPEAT THEIR EDUCATIONS 
Courses Uu.mber Total 
Gemral d at.ion 
a . Arts, and crafts 17 
b. Hmanitios 10 
c. Language arts 9 
d . Physical Sci e nce s 2 
e . Biological. S~:!e;,:;.:~t)ti 1 - 39 
Educa.tio!1,. di:rectec1 toward teaching 




Not speeified 2 - 25 
Home EoonorrJ.os 00U1•s0a other than 
Home Life 14 
Bn.td.l)l';l~S courses 11 
Home L:f.fe oourse.s 9 
o o·liher co o1rse s 5 













being advantageous to their present life. As s.iown in the precedir,e tablej 
the dasir .... d eduet:~tional experiences fell into the c ategcxries or genere.1 
education, specif'i.c education, hollle economies courses other than Home Lii'e, 
business courses , and additional Horn...e Life courses . These al'!.1.;ill~ W<t,.;;ld 
like courses in t humanities, t he physical and biologicaJ. sciences, the 
~go arts , and especially in arts and craf"t;s. This finUng correlated 
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with their replies to question 7 (see Table XIX) that enrichment of their 
educational backgrounds would serve to make t hem more well-rounded persons.2 
Sane would choose greater specialization in their professional areas, 
in teaching and in buainess, if they -were to do it again, and some of them 
would choo.se to take mare family living and h0l'l¥Zl econcmics courses. A few 
wre disinclined to mention other courses probably in evidence of indifference 
to i'!Fther education. Five responses showed satisfaction with the present 
state of affairs . 
J . Responses to questions regarding occupations graduates planned to enter 
as compared to those that they entered . 
Although the Home Life department does not put a great emphasis upon 
training its student.a for specific occupations , one of its minor objectives 
is "to train far specific occupations in the fields of fami~ living am 
child develop:nent" (see section D, p. 59). To determine if the graduates 
of this department had gone into the occupations that they had planned to 
enter at the tinla of graduation, they were asked to answer questions 4 a.IX!. 
5, which read 1 
4. For what gainful occupation, if aey" , were you 
planning to enter at the time of graduation? 
5. For what gaini'u.l occupation did you enter 
ai'ter graduation? 
Table XIV shows the replies to these questions ~ 
An explanation of Table XIV mey be necessary in order for the reader to 
_/ . 
interpret its meaning. For example , item 1 mey be interpreted thus: 29 
of the alu:mnae planned to enter the :field of nursery school education at 
t he tim.e of graduation. Twenty of the 29 entered occupations relating to 
2rhat graduates could profit by ad.di tional instruction for t heir social 
role-that it cannot all be done through home economics-is supported by 
c. M. Louttit in her article , "Women: Their Roles and Education," ,Iotn:'nal 
of JI;i.sb!r Education, 22 (April, 1951), 202-8. 
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TABLE XIV 
OCCUPATIONS t IICH GRADUATES PLANUED TO El :t.l!i 
AS C Cl-1PARID TO TJ!OSE THAT TilEY ENTERID 
Occupat iofl Planning to 
Enter at Time of 
G~tion-· 
Et  • e 








F.i~Ij .. , . Field 
1. Nurse1~ .&luoation 20 7 .• 2 
20 7 2 
2. Other Educational Work 
a. Kindergarten tenching 5 5 O 0 
b. Elementary teaching 4 3 0 1 
c . Secondary teaching 1 0 1 O 
d., Voct-rii:lonal home econctnics 1 O l 0 
e .- I ome den.onstration work 
em adult eduee.tion 4 2 o 2 
t. Journalism l l O O 
~----------------------------------
2 11 • ' 3. Social Service 
a. C1'ild val.rare 6 1 2 3 
b. Group work 5 2 2 1 c. Public health mirsing ___ 1 ______ 1 _____ 0 ______ 0 ___ 
, ...... T,ota'.J, , • l2 4 
4. nomemaking (no specific 
oecupation __ ..:;.l3 _____ 2____ t. _____ 4_ 
,. 'l'gtal . 
5'"- T.Jnrelated Areas 
aa Commerc al work 
b . .Airlines 
Total 





•. 2 (2.6%) 0 
77 44 














~00. 57.1 18.2 
nursery education (i . e . , kindergarten or elementary teaching), and two of 
the 29 entered l.l.ln-elated fields {as secretarial work). 
Interpretation of the results of the tabulation of questions four a.I¥l 
five mE(V' be summarized as follovs t (1) Most --student,s who planned to enter 
nursery school teaching (69%) actual:cy did ·so. (2} About three- fourths 
of the subjects who trained for positions related to ed·u.cation entered that 
work. (3) Only one-third of the parsons who planned to enter various s~cial 
service positions actually did so. The others entered related and unrelated 
fields . (1.,) Five of the thirteen who planned t o enter no specific profession 
but chose to train for homemald.ng alone probably married; but eight of them 
took some farm of employment related or unrelated to homemaking. ( 5) A 
few graduates planned for careers outside the home living m:-ea by tald.ng 
electives in other fields of specialization, such as commerce . Four parsons 
who planned to enter into commercial -work did so; one girl who pla.rmed to 
be an airline hostess want into an unrelated area. 
Of the total sample (77) forty-four or 57.1 per cent went into the 
field for which they bad planned, 22 .1 per cent wnt into a related field 
and 18. 2 per cent , into an unrelated field . If one were to combine the 
percentages in columns tvo and three , the tot al (40. 3%) woul.d give some 
indication as to the use of specialized college· trail".ing in job experience . 
Fourteen.,, or lS. 2 per cent. of the 'Whole , evident:cy, are not using their 
specific training in their present professions. A possible explanation for 
why: more people did not go into the field for vhieh they planned mey be 
that adequate placement service in the Home Life Department has 110t been 
available . 
Ii, . Responses to queetion regarding adequacy of college education as 
directed tows.rd professional and personal living 
From the results of the preceding question, it was pointed out t hat 
macy of the alumnae did not ent er the occupation for 'Which t hey hail. planned 
to enter~ In order to determine i f t he graduates thought themselves pre-
.. . ~ ~ \ ... 
. ' ~ ,. 
pared f or the · job, a question"was asked concerning ·the adequacy of their 
college education f or t he -profession which t hey ente;r-ed . 
TABLE XV 
ADEQUACY OF COLLEGE EDUCATION FOR PROFESSION ENTERED 
Reply 
Yes .• •• . . . . . . . . . . 
No •••• . . . . . . 
Yes , with reservations •• 





1:3 • • • • 








Table XV lists t he answers given to t he question, "Do you believe that 
your college education was adequate, i n t hat it was directed toward t he 
profession you entered?" 45.5 per cent agreed t hat their education was 
adequate, while 29. 9 per cant felt t hat it was not . 16.9 per cent answered 
"yes,n but with reservations, and 7.8 per cent gave no reply. It appears 
from this table t hat more thought t hat t heir education was adequate i"'or 
their profession t han thought it was not; however, many qualified t heir 
nyes" answers with certain conditions, as Case lo': "Yes, I feel that the 
academic prep~ra.tion I had was fine , however , I wish t hat I had been given 
more ideas for handwork and combined my work to qualify for an elementary 
certificate without advanced study.n 
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TABLE XVI 
COMBI nID RESPONSES OF THOSE GRADUATES WHO GAVE REASONS FOR BELIEVING 
THEIR EDUCATIONS WERE ADEQUATE FOR THE PROFESSION THEY ENTERED 
Reason given for s¢ng '"yes•• it was adequate 
1 . Adequate for homemaking . • • . • • . . • . 
2 ~ Ade quate for Pre- school teaching . • • • 
3. Adequate for kindergarten teaching • • • . • • . 
4" Adequate for improving my hman relationships. 
5. Adequate , with reservations, for professional choice • • 





• • 5 
• • • 3 
. . 13 
15 
Table XVI gives the combined responses of those graduates who gave 
reasons for believing their educations were adequate for the profession they 
enteredp It reveals that seven thought it adequate for homemaldng, f'ive felt 
it was adequate for pre- school t e aching, and five agreed also that it was 
adequate for their profession of ldndergarten teaching . Three persons 
replied that their training was adequate for t heir profession because it 
had impr.-oved their human relations , and thirteen agreed that their education 
was adequate, with reservations . Some of those reservations were , "need 
more courses in parent child e ducation, business, elementary education, etc. tt 
Ps.s shmm in Table XVII , which lists the combined responses of those 
graduates who gave reasons for believing t heir educations we:re not adequate 
for t he profession they entered, the reason listed' most frequently was, 
11 Went i nto different profession than one for vlhich trained," with t welve 
responses.. Eight persons fe_lt their educat"ion was not adequate for t he.ir 
profession because it "1as not thorough enough; and three felt their education 
needed to be more specialized . Same suggestions offered were , "needed more 
education courses" ; and 11while teaching, I felt the need for more experiences 
with parents, counseling, also, more knowledge of f3Cience and nature." 
TABLE XVII 
COMBINED RESPONSES OF THOSE GRADUATES WHO GAVE REASONS FOR BELIEVING 
THEIR EDUCATIONS WERE NOT ADEQUATE FOR THE PROFF.SSION TUEY ENTERED 
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Reasons given far seying 11 no,n it was not adequate Number 
1. Went i nto differe·nt profession from one 
for which trained •• . .•.. . ...•. 
2. Work needed to be more thorough to be adequate ••• 
:3, Work needed to be more specialized to be adequate. 
Total 
•• 12 
. . 8 
.3 
SUillI!larizing the responses of the question, 0 Do you believe that your 
college education was adequate in that it was directed toward the profession 
you entered?" it appeared t hat about three-fifths of' t he subjects believed 
it was . They attested to its adequacy in training t hem for homemaking, for 
preschool and kindergarten teaching and for contributions to their abilities 
to· work with others in row chosen work. About one-sixth who gave positive 
answers added reservations to their replies. Of those who felt it was not 
adequate (about one..third), the reason given most often was that they 
entered a different profession than the one for which they trained . Sane, 
however , (ll) felt themselves inadequnte:cy trained because their work in 
college was less thorough and less specialized than they had found necessary 
f or their work. 
One of the major objectives of the curriculum. of t he Home Life depart-
• 
ment is to educate t he students for a satisfied personal life. To determi:r.e 
the degree of wich this objective was accomplished , t he following questi on 
was asked: "Was your college education adequate in that it was directed 
toward satisfaction in your personal living?" Table XVIII lists the replies 
to this question. 
TABLE XVIII 
ADEQUACY OF COLLEGE EDUCATION FOR PERSONAL LIVING 
Reply 
Yes .•.. 
No • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 




Ntnnber- Per Cent 
62 •••• 80.5 







It m~ be concluded fran the results shown in the, above table that 
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most of the altnnna.e , 80.5 per cent, believed t hat t heir college education 
contributed to satisfactions in t heir personal living. However, 7.8 per 
cent gave a negative reply, indicating that their college education was not 
directed toward personal satisfactions, and 9 .1 per cent modified t heir 
answers . 
Examining the reasons the subjects ga.ve for replying as t hey did to 
question seven, t he investigator f ound that the responses. grouped t hemselves 
under f our categories l isted in the following table, Table XIX. 
Negative replies to question seven with their reasons i ndi cated that 
four reasons for dissatisfaction with the educatiorls contribution to 
personal life were related to personal adjustment, and two to lack of' hel p 
in learning to understand and work with others. 
Four-fi.f'ths of the alumnae felt that their college education was 
adequate in that it was dir·ected toward satisfaction iri their personru. 
living. One-firth either suggested modifications and reservations, or indi-
cated that it was not adequate in its contributions to satisfaction in 
TABLE XIX 
REASONS GIVEN FOR REPLIES TO THE QUESTION 
REGARDING ADEQUACY OF COILEGE EDOCATION FOR 
SATISFACTIONS IN PERSONAL LIVING 
Sat~sract~ons 
1 . In the Home Life 
a . Homema!µ.:ri..g 
b . · Family ·relationships 
2. In adjustment to personal. living 
a. Understanding and accepting self 
b. Living a .run, happy life 
c. Making adjustments 
d . Solving life ' s problems 
e. Facing realities of living 
f . Getting more satisfaction out 
of living 
3. In understanding and working with 
others 































Table XIX shows a breakdown of the reasons for affirmative answers to the 
question concerning the adequacy of "college education for s atis factions in 
personal. living." Twenty-six of the reasons given were in the area of 
personal adjust ment to living, including happy life, soJ.ving life ' s problems, 
facing realities of living, and getting more satisfactions out of living. 
Nineteen replies indicated that their coJ.:l.ege eduqations' contribution to 
homemald.ng made it satisfying to their personal living. Other r .easp11S 
listed were satisfactions in understanding ,and working with others·, ' and in 
services to the community. 
personal living. Reaso:ri..s most frequently given for satisfaction were in 
r elation to its contributions to personal adjustment and its contributions 
to homemaking and family relations. 
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51' Responses to question regarding vorth of college experiences relative to 
cost of time, energy , and money i nvested. 
For the purpose of obtaining an evaluation of college experiences in 
relation t o expenditure j.n time, energy, and mo:ooy , the following question 
was ask~d, ''Do you feel that yolE expariences at college were worth the 
time, energy, an:1 money invested in them'l" (See appendix, p. 90, question 
s.) Responses are i,ecorded in the table that follows : 
TABLE XX 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSF.S TO QUESTION 
REGARD ING WORTH OF COLLEGE EXPERIENCES RELATIVE 
TO COST Ili TIME, ENERGY , AND MONEY INVESTED 
Reply Ntllllber Per Cent 
Yes . . . . . 72 . . .93.6 
Modif'ications . . . . . . 4 • . 5.2 
No. . . . . 1 . . • 1. 3 
Total. 77 100. 
As shown in Table XX, 93 .. 6 per cent of the alumnae answered 11yesn to 
the question, •tno you feel that your exper iences at college were worth the 
time, enargy, end money invested in them?'t Only one person, or 1 . 3 per 
cent, replied ttnott: and four , or 5. 2 per cent of the a.nmrers i,rere_ modifica-
tions of the af'firna.tive. and negative replies • . Thus we see t~at again ve 
have an indirect indication that the subjects put great vnlue on their 
,. 
educations . The_e is little expression of dissatisfaction, . that being 
suggestive, or qualifying in nature . 
Many of the alumnae listed more t han one reason for feeling that ·!;heir 
college education was worth while . Thus , t here were 110 reasons given, 
falling into the categories of: (1 ) contributions to personal growth, 
(2 ) those for pers onal adjustment , (3) those for social developnent, 
f inancial and/or job security values , (4) contributions to ho~emaking and 
family living, ( 5) se_rvice values, and (6) professional growth values , as 
shown in the following t able; 
TABLE XXI 
REA.SOI£ GIVEN FOR REPLIES TO QUBSTION RPnARDilJG WORTH OF 
COLLEGE EXPERIENCES RELATIVE TO COST IN TD·IB , ENERGY , AND MON~'"Y INVESTED 
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Contributions Number Total Per Cent 
1 . Contributions to Personal Gt-owth 
a . Enriched p:3rso:nal life 22 
b . Growth in l earning and th:lnldng 10 
c . (Personal) Satisfactions and enjoyment 9 
d . Maturing values 6 
e . Gain in self confidence 4 r. Formulation of life t::i philosophy 2 
53 48.l 
2 . Contributions to Personal Adjustment 
a . Having e rperiences in living , learning, 
planning, fiming , inf'armation, etc . 6 
b. Learning to solve problems 1 .. 
c . Umerstunding ethers 3 
d . I.earning to make decisions 2 - 15 13. 5 
3. Contributions to Social Adjustment 
a . Social contacts (activities and _frierds ) 8 
b. World.ng and living with others .6 
c . Advance in pres·tige 2 
16 · 14. 5 
4. Financial and/or Job Security Values 12 n .s 
5. Contributions to Homemaking and l,ainily Living 7 6. 3 
6. Service Values 4 3.6 
7. Contributions to Professional Growth 3 2. 7 
Total 110 100. 
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Approximately one-half of the reasons given for believing experiences 
at college were worth t he time, energy, and money expended on them, grouped 
t hemselves unier contributions to personal growth of t he individual. State-
ments pertaining to the enrichment of personal life, such as "broadening 
viewpoints," 1topening new horizons,n and 11developing backgrounds'! were 
mentioned twent y-two times, along with statements pertaining to growth in 
maturity, in seli'-confidence , in thinld.ng and learning. 
Statements centering around contributions of the college exp3r iences 
to personal adjustment numbered f ifteen (13. 5%). These were l argely in 
the nature of experiences in living, learning, planning, fact-finding, 
problem-solving, and making decisions. These represent the learning aril 
experience in the processes of adjustment , oertain]y one of the important 
aims of education. 
Some subjects listed contributions of the college experience to their 
s ocial developnent (14 . 5%). Others listed security values (ll.-8%). Some 
mentioned contributions to t heir parental family living and others g ave 
contributions to professional growth and opportunity t o serve others as 
values o.f the college experience. 
This question was directed t oward the experience.s of the four yenrs 
s pent in college . As view in retrospect they appear to the subjects to . . ... . . 
have ma4e the . greatest ·contribution t-~ their p:3rsonai and. social growth am 
adjustment . This is an interesting commentary of t he worth of college 
experience in that it puts emphasis on growth and: enrichment of personal 
life r at her t han on subject matter learnings, and on abilities in adj ustment 
to living {personal and work adjustment s ) as much or more t han on the ad-
vantages of financial and professional security. Such findings have signifi-
cant beari ng on the goals of education as they are set up i n the functional 
. programs in colleges tod~. Such a program is that designated as Home Life 
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or as Education for Family Living, the major port of the program being 
devoted to education for i:ersonal growth and adjustment and for present and 
future family living. 
6 . Responses to question regarding contributions to Home Life courses to 
. . . 
person -as an individual and as a professi onal person 
In order 'fD get some unprompted and unsuggested replies of the evalua-
tive nature the questi'on, "What do you think has been the grentest contribu-
tion of your Home Life courses to you as an individual?tt was asked . 
Replies were grouped, through induction, under the categories listed in the 
t able below. 
TABLE XX:II 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF HOME LIFE COURSES TO THE SUBJECTS AS INDIVIDUALS 
Contributions Number Total Per Cent 
1 . In u.rxlerstanding and worldng with others 
a . Adults 32 
b . Children ..M 
42 • .2 
2 . I n adjustment to personal living • a . Utrlersta.n:ling and accepting self 15 
b. Living a :full happy life 4 
c . Making adjustments 4 
d . Solving life •s problems 7 
e. Facing realaties of living 1 
f . Getting more satisfactions out of living --2· 
36 33. 0 
3. In home life 
a . Homemald.ng 4 
b. F~ relationships -12 
19 17.4 
No answer 6 5.6 
Modified replies 2 1. 8 
Total 109 100. 
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In reply to the question concerning the contribut ions of the Home Life 
department to the alumnae as individuals, nearly helf of the subjects listed 
reasons i;ertD.in:ing to the understanding of, and being able to work with, 
other people and children . Most of the subjects seemed to feel an inter-
relationship bet't-ieen the ,mderstanding of children and other adul~s , as 
. . 
Case 13, n1 have often said that with the understanding of children comes· 
the understanding of the hunan r ace . Thanks to my preschool training, I 
feel I ' ve been able to meet the task of living with others more readily than 
I otherwise would have been. 11 
Statements centering around contributions of the Home Life courses in 
personal adjustment to living numbered thirty-six, or 33 per cent . These 
were i n the nature of self understanding, living, making adjustments, making 
decisions , and gaining satisfE!,ctions f'rCl!ll living. 
Contributions of the Han.e Life department to homemaking and fa.rtlly life 
were also mentioned . It was found that nearly half of the alumnae felt 
that t he Home Life courses• greatest contributions were in being able to 
understand and work with others, one-third listed areas relating to their own 
personal adjustment to living, and about one-fifth gave replies relating to 
homemaking and family relationships . The remainder suggested modi£ication 
or gave no repl;y . 
If w are to judge by the mllilber. of times e ach contribution was men-
tioned, more 'graduates '.valued their home life courses · for contributions to 
their abilities in getting along with themselves and others , than for their 
contributions to their home and !'ernily living. 
In order to determi?Y3 the va:y in which t he Home Life department pre-
pared its graduates for their profession, t he following question was asked: 
11 What do you think has been the greatest contribution of your Home Life 
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com-se s t o you as a professional person?" The t able below lists the cate-






. CONTRIBU!IONS OF THE HOME LIFE COURSES 
'l'O GR.AD UAl'E AS A PROFESSIONAL PERSON 
Contributions :number 
I n understanding a.rrl working with children 30 
In un:lerstaming and working wit h people (adults) 14 
I n training for a vocation 12 
In personal satisfactions in and for vocation 8 
Modified response 4 
Little or no contribution 3 











Twelve persons listed the specific training f or t heir vocation as being 
the greatest contribution of t he Home Life courses to t hem as professional 
people , and eight. or nine per cent realized the value of' their training in 
personal satisfactions in their work . It is i nteresting to note t hat only . . . 
three of t he allDl!JlBe felt t hat t he Hone Life courses contributed little or 
nothing to t hem as professional persons . In relation to the rrumber who 
entered professions unrelated to the fields of Home Life COlll'ses (as seen 
in the results to questions four and five ) this . is significant . · 
Ei ghteen of the seventy-seven subjects in this study did not answer 
this question--probably because they have never held ax::r type of a position 
to classify t hemselves as professional people , or had not worked long enough 
to realize t he value of their courses in t he Home Life department . 
As in the preceding question, maey of' the alumnae felt that the 
greates t values in t heir Home Life cours es were in t he areas of understanding 
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of, and worldng with , people and c rl.ldren. The trainine t hat t he Hor;1e Lif.e 
courses offer in chil d developnent and guida..11.ce has been of most value i n 
t heir professions i n helping them to urrlerstam ar.d work with children. 
7. Summary of findings from the questionnaire .qata 
a . Contributions of education to professional life. 
The subjects used in· tm.p invet1tiga.tion wer~ asked if the~ W'Ould choose 
t he same major a.nd profession again if given another chance . About four-
fifths replied t hat they would because of its contributions to their p:3rsonal 
lives. The real values appear to be in its contributions to homemaking, 
to human relationships, and to work adjustment . The negative replies to 
the question referred to the limitations in professional worth of a IIome 
Life ajor. Some graduates felt they were not prepared to support themselves 
and their children if an emergency should arise . 
Most of the gt>a.duates replied t hat they would make the same professional 
choice were they to do it again; the basis for this being personal satis-
f action in t heir work, most of them enjoying work with children am. with 
other people . The negative reasons given were fewer in rn.unber and were on 
the basis of .!12] enjoying the work they went into, and of not having adequate 
job security. 
· From these results it appears that the graduates of the Home Life 
Department value their education highly, because from. it they have gained 
a high degree of satisfnction in their personal and prof essional lives • 
• However, the worth of it is not in the job security or financial support 
that it offers , but r ather in personal satisfactions. 
These results impl.y that a Home Life major offers much to personal 
satisfaction, but that job opportunities far graduates uith this major were 
limited in the ten~ar period which this study covers . Although the number 
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who felt the need for more vocational emphasis was small, probably because 
over half of the subjects consider themselves as being f'ull-time homemakers 
at the present , their needs must be taken into consideration. As is shown 
in the description of the sample:, nearly all of the .subjects at SO!Jl6titl~ or ,, 
other have worked outside of the home -to ·contribute financial support to 
themselves or to t heir £amilies . 
The alumnae felt t hat they would like to have additional. courses in 
general education, vocational educat'ion, and other hOllle econcm.ics fields to 
prepare them for the lives t hat they are now living. The courses most often 
listed were arts and crafts, and the humanities. This indi cates thm the 
Home Life curriculum should allow for more electives in general education, 
for there were 103 courses listed in this area that were suggested by the 
graduates as being of value to them, aside f'rom those courses in Home 
Life. (See Table VIII) In the same table , home economics courses aside 
from Homa Life Here sho-.m to ht of most value to the graduates, while 
courses in this area wre third in the list of additional educational 
experiences the graduates would seek were they to take their college work 
again. Evidently the needs for otliar home economics courses have been met to 
a greater degree than have the courses in general education and training for 
teaching. 
The graduates would choose mare teacher training courses an1 e:xp3riences 
if given another opportunity. This preference ranks second in order of 
frequency as compared to courses in general education. Again this fi:ooing 
indicates that there was an expressed need of graduates of the last decade 
for courses that led to professional competency. 
A comparison of the occupations which the gt"adua.tes planned to enter 
with those t hey actually entered was made from the results to questions 
four and five . The results showed that over half of t he subjects did enter 
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t he profession t hey had planned to enter . About one-fourth e ntered profes-
sions related to t hose t hey had planned to enter , and one.-f ourth entered 
unrelated areas . One mey conclude from Table XIV t hat t he percentage of 
t h ose going into the work for which they planned was greater when that 
vocation was r elated to Home Life . When the profession chosen to em;er was 
unrelated to Home Life , fe1-10r trent into it . For example , those who planned 
to go i nto nursery education very largely became nursery school t eaehe;s ; 
t hose who planned to e nt er social service not infrequently · went i?rtio 
unrelated areas . The reason for this may be that for t he latter , training 
beyond the bachelors degree i s of'ten required . Another hindrance to subjects 
going into jobs far which they trained mey have been the limited placement 
services available to t hem _in the earlier years of t he department •s growth . 
The results also indicate t hat the more specialized t he area of training, 
the more frequently does the graduate go into t hat field of endeavor. 
It is significant to point out t hat of' the rrumber who had planned to 
enter homemaking, or no gain:f\tl occupation, about t wo-thirds entered a 
specific occupation. This mey indicate t hat more training directed toward 
specific job preparation is needed even f or t hose persons who do not plan 
to enter gainful occupations . The trend of t he t imes i s f'or an i ncreasing ' 
number of married women to take positions outside t he home eit her before 
t heir children come~ or . in later yaars when . t hey are grow.. Most of t his 
sample were , or had been gainf'ull empl~d. I i' t his trend continues , more 
' ' 
a.'1d more college trained women will be. in vogations~ 
I n order to determine if the subject s used in t his study t hought them-
selves prepared f or t heir profession t hat t hey entered, a question to· t hat 
effect was asked . The results showed that over 60 per cent agreed t hat they 
were prepared f or their professional choice, whi le marly 30 per cent did 
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not feel they -were adequately prepared. About 10 per cent of the subjects 
did not reply to this question. Lack of t .oroughness and specialization, 
and the entrance into a different profession from the one for which trained , 
were reasons given for negative replies . In ccmparing the rrumber who did 
not enter the ~pr.of~ssi~n· they had p;l.anned (40%) to those who credited their 
lack of preparedness to this factar (15. 6%) , it appears that the change of 
profession is not the only causal factor for professional unpreparedn3ss, .. 
there being also lack of specialization in training and thoroughness of 
training for the job. It is possible that a certain percentage of graduates 
will not be able to foresee what their job preparation should consist of 
ahead of ti.'!Jle because they cannot definitely predict the work into which 
they tdll go . For example , a grarluate who trained for social work married 
soon after graduation and entered nursery school teaching because it was 
the job available to her. Not having been trained for preschool work while 
in college, her inadequacies naturally became evident . 
Fron the question requesting the subjects to list what they thought 
wns the greatest contribution of their Home Life courses to them as a 
professional person, it was found that the greatest values derived were in 
the areas of und.erstan:ling for and working with people and children . Only 
13. 5 per cent listed the specif'ic training for a profession as being the 
vital contribution of t eir college ma.JP:I' • Of t~e total ~plies to this 
. . 
ques tion, only 3.4 per cent :alt t hat t heir college major made 1ittle or no 
contribution to t hem as a. profession.al person. This .mcy imply that_, although 
the zraduates have felt themselves somewhat lacldng in specialized training 
for the occupation that they entered , they found themselves to be fairly 
wll trained to Ltak.e the personal adj ustments necessary for becoming 
adequate persons on the job. 
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Eighteen o.f the 77 subjects did not answer this question. This mey 
be due to the fact that they never ,eld a type of pos ition to classify 
t hemselves as professional persons, or had not worked long enough to realize 
t e value of t heir Home Life courses in a professional sense . 
b. Contributions of education to personal a.J:X1 fsmily life 
A comparison of t he results i n Tables XIX and XXII show some differences 
-
i n Home Life contributions to the i:erson as compared to the gains from the 
college education as a whole . The contribution of the total college educa-
tion was greatest in adjustment to personal living , i . e . , to self adjustment . 
Satisfactions in home living ranked seco1Jd . Contributions of the Home Life 
curriculum to t he lives of the subjects were greatest in understanding and 
worldng with others, with adjustment to personal living ranking second, and 
contributions to home living third . 
The subjects felt that their over-all college education was adequate 
for home living by developing their skills in homemakine lfhile t heir Home 
Life courses contributed to their abilities in family relationships . This 
probably indicates the.t the subjects value the sum total of the home economies 
courses (as shown in Table VIII) in thnt they have contributed to the abilities 
needed to carry on an efficient home . At the same time they indicate that 
the Home Life courses have aided them in their marriage and family relation-
ships . 
Two persons felt that their college educations as a whole have aided 
them in being of service to the communit y in which they live . It is signifi-
cant that this was not attributed to t he Hane Life courses . These results 
appear inconsistent in comparison to those obtai.'l'led fi'orn the goal analysis. 
(See section D, question 17, p. 72. ) In this section, 76. 6 per cent of the 
o.lu:nn.'1.e agreed t hat the Home Life courses contributed to their ability to 
become a more effective citizen in their communities . However, the results 
of this question mey have come about because the subjects, upon being asked 
to give the greatest gains, felt that the contributions of their Home Life 
courses in understam.ing and working with others, in personal adjustments, 
and in their home living -were of~ importance than those they gained for 
community living. Moreover, as compared to other percentages of agr.-eement 
with goals accomplished, 76. 6 per cent i§ a relatively low score . In these 
respects the results of both replies are consistent in listing c.ontributions 
to community living near the bottom of the list . · 
To obtain an evaluation of the sum total of their college experiences 
, 
t~e graduates were asked, 1'Do you feel that your experiences at college were 
worth the time , energy, and money invested in them? In what wsy? 11 Only one 
person gave a negative reply, four answered with modifications , and 72, or 
93 pei: cent replied positively. Nearly half of the reasons listed were for 
its contributions to personal growth. Reasons relative to personal and 
social adjustments made up about 30 per cent of the replies . Financial and/ 
or job security values ranked next in importance . Here again it was shown 
that the contributions of their education to their financial or job. security 
is relatively unimportant in comparison with personal satisfaction. 
It mey be concluded that the subjects in this study .f'elt that the main 
values of their college educations were in the development of personal and 
social competence, with the prepm;-ation for a vocation following as a . . . 
secondary goaJ. . This fin:ling is in agreement. with Pace,~ as stated in the 
introductory se~iQn ?f this thesis . 
Om mBi'{ ask why so -few of the subjects designated the worth of their 
college education in terms of its contributions in homemaking and family 
3Pace, They~ to Coller.._E? , see introductory section of this the3is , 
p . l . 
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livine;? It may be that they felt their personal growth am. adjustment had 
an indirect bearing upon their ability to perform in their roles as home-
makers. As evidenced by the results in. the preceding questions,4 they 
felt that their educations were adequate in that it did contribute to their 
abilities i n being effective homemakers. 
.. . 
D. Findings f'rom the Comparison of Home Life Departmental Goals with Their 
Degree of Achievement 
In 1945 the staff members of the Home Life Department developed the 
departmental objectives listed below which they hoped to accomplish i n their 
teaching . 
Functions of a Department of Homa Life in a 
School of Home Economies5 
1 , To help s t udents see t he ttwholeness11 in family living and the 
basic values which are the core of family life. 
2 . To help students unierstand the place o.f the family ' in 
American life and the dynamics of family interaction. 
3. To give all students in Home Economics an understaJ')ding 
of hUI11an beings .••• •• behavior, adjustments, and developnent. 
4. To give all students i n Home Economics insight into the 
dynamics of human relationships. 
5. To meet t he needs of the students in the college in areas 
for which this department is responsible. 
6. To train for specific occupations in t he fields of family 
living and child developuent 
7. - To provide opportmut1· s for students to develop i ndividual 
interests vbich will rnake t hem more e f'fecti ve persons as a 
member o1: f'amily and community. 
4see Tables XXX and XXXII, pp. 66, 69. 
'These objectives were supplied by Dr. Virginia Messenger Stapley, 
Head of the Home Life Department, from her files. 
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One of the stated purposes of this study was 11to compare ( the graduates' 
evaluation of the courses they had as students) with the Home Life Depart-
ment ' s stated objectives ." Thirty-three ques tions, each having ref'erence 
to a specific objective , were constructed by the author and grouped together 
on pages five and six of the questionnaire . (Sea appendix p. 91 , ) It 
was explained to the subjects in the heading that the questions wre related 
to the courses that the--.r had h~d in the Home Life Department . They were 
advised to anm-rer them, af'ter some thought a.:."'Jd consideration, on a five-
point scale: "Strongly Agree" (SA) , "Agree" (A) , "Utdecided.11 (U), "Disagree" 
(D) , and ttStrongly Disagree" (SD ). 
The objectives with the specific questions used to check their fulfill-
ment, the percentage of responses above and below the uncertain rating, and 







TO HELP STUDENTS SEE THE "WHOLENESS" IN FAMILY LIVmG 
Contributions of SA A u D SD 
Home, Life Courses % % % % % 
Understanding of basic 
values making far 
family unity 18.2 64.9 11.7 1.3 1. 3 
Total 83.1 2.6 
Appreciation that .. 
tard.J.y living is · an 
ever changing rela-
tionship 28.6 59.7 6. 5 2.6 1. 3 






The objective 11to help the s t udent s see the wholeness in family living'1 
has been met for the most part as shown in t he above table . Approximately 
f our-fifths of t he graduates a.greed that through t heir Home Life courses 
they gained understandings of basic values making for family unit y .. However , 
about one-eighth were undecided about t he question.. A few (2.6%) disagreed 
. ' ~ . • . . . ' . . . ' ( f 
with the statement that,, ·::tr9m. t~ir l.earnings in the Home Life course s , 
t hey have cane to appreciate that family living involves ever-changing 
relati6nships .._ pix pe:I;" eeJtt were undecided 1 approximately four per cent 
disagreed 1 and one per cent did not r eticy. 
Although t he objective has been achieved, for t he most part, it must 
be pointed out that the subjects were not emphatic as t o t he extent to which 
it had been reached.. This is shovn i n the large percentages of answers in 
the categories of "Agreett and 11Urxlecided" as compared to those under the 
category "Strongly Agree . " 
TABLE XXV 
OBJECTIVE lb: 
TO HELP STIDENTS TO SEE THE BASIC VALUES WHICH ARE THE CORE OF FAMILY LIFE 
Item Contributions of SA A u D SD NR 
No, Home Life Courses % % % % % % 
1 . Insight into basic values 28.,6 62.3 3.9 5.2 0...0 o.o 
Total 90.9 5.2 
2., . Formulation of goals 
with family participa-
tion 18. 2. 63.6 10.4 5.2 1.3 1. 3 
Total 81.S 6. 5 
Table nv reveals the extent to which the goal "to help the student see 
the basic values which are the core of family life" wns accomplished. 
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Approximate]¥ nim-tenths of the aJ.umna.e agreed that from their Home Life 
courses they have gained insight into these basic values, with four per cent 
being undecided and five per eent · believing they had not . The number who 
disagreed were not emphatic as shown in the table for no:m placed their 
answers un:ler the category of "strong~ disagree . " Most graduates felt 
also that their college learnings helped them to £emulate with their 
families goals toward which to build, as substarrfiiated by the 82 per cent 
agreement . Yet 10 per cent were uncertain about this)- and six per cent 




TO HELP STtDENTS UNDERSTAND THE PLACE OF THE FAMILY IN AMERICAN LUE 
Item Contributions of' SA A u D SD NR 
Mo . Hane Life Courses % % % % 1i % 
8. Appreciation of impor-
tance of family as basis 
of' American Democracy -42 .9 51.9 2.6 1. 3 1. 3 o.o 
Total 94. s 2.6 
16. Realization that basic 
training in democracy 
begins in the £a.mi]¥ 18. 2 51.9 18.9 10.4 1. 3 o.o 
Total 70.1 11.4 
The above table (XXVI ) reveals the great extent (94%) to which the 
alumnae have come to appreciate the importance of the family in training far 
democracy. But, at the same time , it reveaJ.s that their experiences in 
family living have not proved to them com.pletely that the basic training 
for democracy is being done in most families . The di£ferenoe m~ be one 
of an ideal as against a reality in that as yet in our American society 
in a region as rural as Oklahoma ma.rw of the families still follow the 
authoritarian pattern of control which contributes little t .o the democratic 
way of life. 6 
TABLE X:X:VIJ~· . 
OBJECTIVE 2b: 
TO HELP STUDENTS SEE THE DYNAMICS OF FAMILY INTERACTION 
Item Contributions of SA A u D so NR 
No, Home Life Cour$0s % % % % ~ % 
5. I nsight into behavior 
of family members 63.6 35.1 o.o 1/ 3 o.o o.o 
Total 98.7 1.3 
6. Skill i .n interaction 
with family members 14.3 76.6 7.8 1.3 o.o o.o 
Total 90.9 1.3 
7. Umerstanding .of changes 
associated with 
i ncreasing age. or 
family members 28.6 63.6 5.2 1.3 o.o 1. 3 
Total 9'2.2 1. 3 
The replies to the questions 5, 6, and 7 as shown in Table XXVII 
indicate that the departm~~tal _ obje?ti-o:e "to he1p students see the dynamics 
of family ,interaetion" wa~ re.ached to :a comparatively high degree . An 
overwhelllling majority of 98.7 per cent tgreed, 6J. 6 per cent of them strong~, 
t hat f'rom t heir Home · Li~ courses they gaimd insight into why family members 
behave as t hey do. The alumnae also agreed, although not so emphatically, 
6Ernest w. Burgess and Harvey J . Locke, ~ Family, (New York~ 1945) 
61-113. 
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that they Ul'rlerstand the changes associated with increasing age of family 
members, and nine-tenths replied t hat t hey had gained skills in interaction 
with their families, It is interesting to note that although the graduat es 
have gained insipht and u.me-rstanding into t he behavior of family members, 
I 
near~ eight per cent ~,ere undecided as to whether they were able to apply 
this knowledge in .family interaction. Only 14 Jer cent replied emphatical~y-
to this statement involving skills in relationships. It is more diff icult 
to apply understandings to real situations than it is to have insight and 
understanding of t he situation itself'. It is also important to note that 
only one Jerson or 1 .3 per cent disagreed with each of the statements; this 









TO GIVE ALL STtDENTS DI HCME ECONOOCS 
AN UNDERSTANDntG OF Hl.MAN BEINGS 
Contributions of SA A u D 
Home Life Cpu:rses % % % I 
Understanding of people 
and their problems 28.6 62.3 6.5 2.7 
Total 90.9 
Applying research evi-
dence to daily living 
with f amily ar:rl 
frien4s .20. 8 . 64.9 . ll~"? · 1.3 
Total 85.7 
Umer~anding of 










The results shown in Table XXVllI indicate that all but two of the 
alumnae agreed that their courses in the Home Life depm-tment have made for 
a. better understanding of children (97. 4%). These two did not disagree, 
but were undecided about t he matter . About three-fourths or the answers to 
qu.(,stiop t'l,,/enty were e_~pecj,ally empha:ttc as f?hown by the responses that 
.. • . . ~ . . ·,. . 
fell in tha c:ategory labeled "strongly agree . ti" 
Ninety per cent of the graduates replied in the affirmative to the 
~. . 
question relating t6 bei,ng· able to understand people and their problems. 
Six per cent ware un1ecided, and two persons disagreed with this statement . 
The graduates were not so emphatic in their positive replies to the 
question on application of research evidence in the field of human 'Unler-
standings to their daily living (20. 8% strongly agreed and 64.91, agreed; 
ll% were undecided and one% gave a negative response). 
As supported by the results shown in the table, most of the alumnae 
in this study agreed that the objective "to give all students in Home 
Economics an understanding of human beings, 11 has been accomplished . 
TABLE XXIX 
OBJECTIVES 3'b AND Jc: 
TO GIVE ALL STIDEN'l'S IN HClfil ECONOOCS AN UNDERSTANDll~G OF HTJ4.AN BEHAVIOR 
Item Contributions of SA A u D SD NR 
No , Hane Life Courses 
J J . 4 I , I % ~ % ; t ? $ % Q j 
4. Insight into effects of 
behavior on inter-
personal relations 54. 5 44. 2 o.o 1. 3 o.o o.o 
Total 98. 7 1.3 
33. Ability in helping 
c;,thers achieve basic 
personality heeds 6. 5 71.4 18.2 2.6 o.o 1.3 
Total 77.9 2.6 
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The objective ttto give all students in Home Economics an un:lerstanding 
of human behavior , " has been reached for t he most part , a.s substantiated by 
the results sho\ill on the pt,eceding Table (XXIX) ~ All but one of the alumnae 
replied that from their Home Life courses they hE!,d ga:imd insig_1t :lnto the 
effects of behavior on inter-pe.rso~ relatj.o~ .. (question 4, appe~x, p . 91) •. 
. . 
' 
The percentage or agreement on ·the statement pertaining· to skill in helping 
others achieve their basic (personality) needs was not so marked (rn. 9%) • 
.About one-fifth of the graduates were undecided about whether they had 
achieved this . Two alumnae disagreed , and one person did not reply to this 
question. 
Again we see that although the graduates have gained understandings run 
insights into behavior from their learnings in ·their Home Life courses, 
they do not believe themselves thoroughly capable of applying these learnings 
to their own personal relations . 
TABLE XXX 
OBJECTIVE 3d: 
TO GIVE ALL STIDENTS AN UNDERSTANDING OF HOON DEVELOPMENT 
Item · Contributions of SA A u D SD 
No, Home Life Courses ,; % ,; % % 
21. Insight into expeeta-
tions of various 
developmental stages 59.7 37.4 2.6 o.o o.o 
· Total . 97.4 o.o 
12. Understnnding of rela-
tionship between human 
developnent and be-
havior that is associa-
ted with each stage or 
developnent 33. 8 58.4 6. 5 o.o o.o 






Most of the alumnae agree that their learning:; in the Home Life courses 
have helped them lmow what to expect of an individual at certain stages of 
development , as evidenced by the 97.4 per cent agreement on question 21 
in Table XXX. No one disagr.-eed with this, and 2. 6 per cent were uncertain. 
However, t here was not so marked an agreement to the second item , that of 
the understanding of the relationship between human developnent and behavior 
that is associated with each stage of developnent, as revealed by the 
preceding t able . Over six per cent stated that t hey were undecided; no one 
disagreed, and one par cent did not reply. 
As evidenced by these results the objective ttto give all students an 
understandi ng of hum.an developnentn has been met f or the most part . It was 
pointed out by the repli es t hat most of the graduates felt t hat their Home 
Life coi.n-ses taught t hem what to expect at the various stag-es of developnent 
of the individual. They also agreed, although not by such a majority, that 
they had gained understandings of the relation of human developnent to 
behavior . 
Table XXXI reveals t he extent to which the objective "to give all 
s t udents in Horne Econcmics insight into the dynamics of human r ela.tionshipsn 
ha.s been met . As substantiated by the large percentages of agreements and 
lack of negative responses, this objective has the most acknowledged degree 
of achievement of any objective of t he Home Life Department . In interpreting 
these results, however, one must keep i 1;1 I!U::nd. 't.hat ,the subjec1is of this 
study were all Home Life majors, and t heref ore a select, highly trained 
group, and the goal was to ec;lucate tt all. students in Home Economics" in 
these i nsights . How well t his objective was achieved tor fil ~ Economics 
st udents is not revealed in this study. 
The gaining of insight into the importance of early family training 










TO GIVE AU, STUDENTS IN HCJIIE ECONOOCS INSIGHT 
INTO THE DYNAMICS OF HlMAN RELATIONSHIPS 
Contributions of SA A u D 
Home Life Courses % i % % 
Sld.ll in adjustments -
in 'human ?'elations 15. 6 75. 3 7. 8 o.o 
Total 90.9 o.o 
Insight i.nto 1.mpor-
tanee of early 
family training 62.3 37.7 o.o o.o 
Total 100. 0 o.o 
Understanding of 
e f f~cts of early 
family life on 
pers onaJ.ity adjust-
ment 61.0 33. s 5.2 o.o 




in improving family 
living 5s.4 36.4 o.o o.o 








two-thirds marking their answers "strongly ag:ree . 0 However., five per cent. 
were Ulldecided as to the effects of early f~.ly ·u_re on personality a.djust-
merrt as shown by the replies to item four, although there were: no negative 
replies . 
Again it is pointed out that al though the alumnae felt that t hey 
have insights and underst andings into human relationships , their skill in 
application was not so marked as revealed by the responses to question 13. 
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The alumnae have shown by a 95 per cent agreement, with the statement 
to that e f fect, that ft-om their Home Life courses they ha:ve gaimd an under-
standing of the importance of home-school co-operation in improving family 
living. The other five per cent gave no answer . This item is related to 
an understam.ing of how school and home affect the personality growth of 
the child, and how they can work together for optinn.nn growth and develoll'.llent, . ,· .:; . " "' 
' 
thus achi$Ving a ~eater un:lerstanding or dynamics in human development . 
TABLE XXXII 
OBJECTIVE 5: 
TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE STIDENTS IN THE DIVISION OF HOME ECONOOCS 
IN AREAS FOR WHICH THIS DEPARTMENT IS RF.SPONSIBIE 
Item Contributions of SA A u D SD NR 
No 1 Hane Life Courses ~ % % % % % 
9. Sld.11 in solving 
personal problems 42.9 51 .9 2.6 1. 3 1. 3 o.o 
Total 94.s 2.6 
22. Opportunity to make 
decisions 11.7 62. 3 16.9 6. 5 o.o 2.6 
Total 74.0 6. 5 
29. Sld.11 in mald.ng 
decisions 14.3 59. 7 19. 5 3. 9 o.o 2. 6 
Total 74.0 3.9 
JO~ Opportunity to express 
personal opinions 5.2 70.1 20. 8 2. 6 o.o 1.3 
Total 75 . 3 2.6 
31. Contribution to 1\11-
fillment of basic 
needs through success 
and recognition 5. 2 76.6 14. 3 2.6 o.o 1. 3 
Total 81. 8 2.6 
32. Help in meeting 
personal needs 6. 5 71 .4 18. 2 2.6 o.o 1. 3 
Total 77.9 2.6 
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Answers to questions 9, 22, 29, 30, 31, and 32 (See appendix, p. 91) 
lend support to the belief that t he objective "to meet the needs of the 
students in the division of Hane Economics in areas for which this depart-
ment is responsible" has in t his group of alumnae been fulfilled for the 
most part• Percentages of agreement range from 74 to 95, with t he greatest 
agreement on °sldll i n solving personal prob~ems" as a major .contribution 
of the Home Life courses . Mare subjepts d1.sagreed with the statement con-
cerning ttopportunity to make own decisions" (6 . 5%) than on a:rry other . 
About one .... fifth of the subjects indicated uncertainty' on the last five 








TO TRAIN FOR SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS IN THE FIEIDS OF 
FAMILY LIVING AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
Contributions of SA A u D SD 
Home Li fe Col.U"ses % % i % % 
Abilities in guiding 
children 42!9 51. 9 5.2 o.o o.o 
Total · · 94. 8 o.o 
Technics in teac~ng 
children 42.9 37.7 5,2 3. 9 o.o 
Total 80.6 3.9 
Understanding of func-
tion and administra-
tion of a nursery · 
school program 35.1 51 .9 7. 8 1 • .:3 o.o 






The objective 11 to train for specific occupations in the fields of 
fami:cy living and child developnenttt was supported in the answers to these 
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specific questions: 23, 24, and 25. (See appendix, p. 91). Appro:ximatezy 
95 per cent of t he subjects agreed that t heir abilities with children have 
increased through application or their college learnings, with 81 per cent 
stating t hat t heir practice teaching gave them teaching technics . About 
folll" per cent indicated technics in teaching were not improved by pro.etice 
• 
teaching, and 10 per cent did not reply, probably because the question did 
not apply • Eight-seven per cent agt'eed t hat they understood the f'tmction 
and administration of a nlll"sery school program as a result of training 
nlll"sery education , with one per cent disagre~ing. Although the questions 
covered only one profession, rrursery education, this is the principal one 
for which Home Life majors have been t raining in the past ten years. 7 
The objective "to provide opportunities f or students to develop 
individual interests which will make them more effective persons as members 
of frunily and camnunity" is supported by the repl i e s on three questions, 
numbers 17, 18, and 19. (See Appendix, p. 91 . ) Answers to all of tr.em show 
general agreement relative to develop:nent of special interests i n college 
having carried aver (1 ) in cont ributions to famizy end community life , and 
(2 ) in personal satisfactions . The subjects are not so positive about this 
development of interest as they are of som_e other contributions of their 
college education, 8 however , as indicated by the largest concentration of 
responses in the n Agree" eol umn, not the "Strongly Agreett one ,. and the per-
cent ·ag& of l'eplieaa that fell _ up;ler " Uwecided , ~• "~1.sagree , " and. t:'No Res ponse . n 
7Recent graduates have truce~ additional work for t he elementary 
teaching certificate . T!'iese subjects , are included in the study but t hey 
are in the minority in this sample . · 
8combined responses under both 11SA" and II A" range from 76. 6 per cent 
to 85. 7 per cent , less t han on some other items. 
TABLE XXXIV 
OBJECTIVE 7: 
TO PROVIDE OPPORTUMITIES FOR STUDENTS TO DEVELOP INDIVIDUAL INTERESTS 
WHICH WILL MAKE THEM MORE EFF.IOOTIVE PERSONS 
AS MEMBERS OF FAMILY AND CGiMUNITY 
Item Contributions of SA A u D SD NR 
No . Home Life· Co'lirsep ·i . % %· % ,; . % 
17, Ability to contribute 
to community life 
more effectively 19, 5 57.1 18.2 3.9 o.o 1. :3 
Total 76.6 3.9 
18. More personal satis-
faction in living 
through special 
act.ivities and 
interests 22.1 63. 6 6. 5 3. 9 o.o 3,9 
Total 85 .7 :3. 9 
19. More contributions to 
family living due 
to special activities 
and interests 16. 9 66 .2 ll.7 2. 6 o.o 2.6 
Total 83.1 2.6 
Interpretation of these findings would lead one to conclude that 
there is greater uncertainty about the accomplishment of this goal than of 
some others . But for the most part interests and activities develo~d in 
college are carrying c,ver into personal, family , and community living. 
1. Summary of deductions from the goal analyses 
Table XXXV is a compilation of the percentage responses on all the 
objectives of the Home Life department . It is included here to fonn a 
bas_s for comparison of the degree to which each objective is achieved . It, 
and the interpretation which follows, serves to summarize the findings of 
the goal analysis. 
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TABLE XXXV 
COMBILATION OF PERCENTAGE RETURNS ON ALL OBJECTIVES 
OF THE HOO LIFE DEPAR'lMENT 
A u D NR 
No, Objective %. $ % % 
l .(a ) To help students to see the 11 whole-
ness in family living and 85.7 9.1 3.7 2. 4 
(b) The basic values which are the core 
of family life 86.3 7.1 5. 3 o.6 
86.0 8.1 4. 5 1.6 
2.(a) To help students un:lersta.rrl the 
place of the family in American 
life and 82. 5 10.7 7.1 o.o 
(b) The dynamics of family interaction 93.9 4.3 1.3 0.4 
88.2 7. 5 4.2 0. 2 
3. (a) To give all students of Home 
Economics an understanding of 
hum.an beings: 91.3 6. 7 1. 3 0.4 
(b) Their Behavior and Adjustment 88. :, 9.1 1.9 o.6 
(c) Their Devel oJl!lent 24.s 4. 5 o.o 0 • .5 
91. 5 6. 8 1 .1 0. 5 
4. To give all students in Rome 
Economics insight into the 
dynamics of human relationships 95.1 3. 2 o.o 1.6 
5. To meet t he needs of the students 
in the college in areas for 
which this department is 
responsible (non-vocational) 79.6 15.4 3.9 1.5 
6. To train for speqific ~ls in 
t he fields of family living 
and child development 87.5 6.o 1.7 4.8 
7. To provide opportunities for 
students to develop individual 
interests which will make them 
more effective persons as a 
member of family and community 81.8 12. 1 3. 5 2. 9 
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Table XXXV indicates that , for the most part , the subjects ~gr-eed that 
the objectives have all been accomplished . The returns showed that the 
objective judged by the subjects as most nearly achieved was: "To give all 
s tudents in Home Economics insight into the dynamics of human relations . " 
The graduates agreed that the objective least accomplished was: (1) "To 
meet the needs . of the students ,in the college in areas for which this depart-
ment is responsible ,n ·and (2) ttTo provide opportunities for students to 
develop individual interests which will make t hem more effective persons 
as a family and conmnmi.ty , " followed as second. 
The renaining objectives fell somewhere between the two mentioned 
above in the degree of their achievement as indicated by t he subjects . 
These \Jere: (1 ) "To give all students in Home Economics an understanding 
of human beings-behavior , adjustments and developnents," (2) 11To help 
students to see the ' wholeness ' in family living and the basic values which 
are the core of family life , " (J ) 11 To help students understand t he place 
of t he family i n Amoo.·:can life and the dynamics of .family interaction,11 
and (4) "To train for specific occupations in t he f ields of family living 
and child developnent, 11 in that order . 
It appeers f.rom the results of this section of the questionnaire , that 
the subjects in this study for the most part agreed that the objectives of 
the Home Life Department have been reached . 
. t 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS 
A. St11m1ug:y gt_ Ma;JOf Findings 
The stated purposes of this study were io obtain the graduates • evalu-
ation of their courses in Home Life and other. areas to their personal and 
professional. lives, and to determine the extent to which the stated depart- · 
mental objectives were being met. 
This study is based on 77 returned questionnaires from graduates of 
the Home Life Department aver the last ten-year period . Thirty-two of the 
• 
subjects graduated in Plan I, forty graduated in Plan II, and five -were in 
other plans of study. Fif'ty-eeven of the alum.nae were married, 15 were 
single, f our were widowed and one was divorced. Thirty-five of the married 
ones had children, the ages of which ranged fr.om two months to 23 years. 
Almost all of t he subjects husbands • occupations placed them in the 
middle or upper-middle social economic class. Their husbands mean college 
attendance was 4.2 years, and their mean yearly salaries were over four 
thousand dollars . 
The results showed that the earlier graduates found courses dealing 
wit-h .children and family relations to be of most value in t heir personal 
lives . Later graduates ha:ve found courses dealing with f amily relationships 
and marriage , and personal adjustment courses to be of gre atest value . 




Courses in preschool education and child developnent and guidance were 
considered as being of most value in the subjects• professional lives • . 
Personal adjustment courses which were of less value to the earlier gradu-
ates , have proved to be valuable to the later graduates . Little benefit 
was derived from the course in readings and research which could be applied 
in the graduates• professional lives, according to their rating of it . 
Results from the listings of courses other~~ Life thought to 
be of greatest worth to the subjects indicate that those in home economics 
and general education have proved to be of greatest value in both their 
personal and professional lives. These results also revealed that the 
graduates believe that their college education has been of more value in 
their personal than in their professional lives . 
The graduates value their education highly because they have gained 
a high degree of satisfaction .from. it in their personal and professional 
li:ves. However , the worth is not in the job security or financial support 
that it offers, but rather in personal satisfactions. 
Additional experiences the subjects would enjoy having in preparation 
for their present life included courses in general education and additional 
teacher training. 
Over half of the subjects entered the profession for which they had 
planned . , Of the remainder, one-half' entered into a field related to the 
one planned to ~nter, arid the . other half entered an unrelated field . Of 
those who planned to enter homemaldng or no specific gainful job, about 
two-thirds went into a gaint"ul occupation a:ti some time since college gradu-
" • ' • t-
at ion. 
Sixty per cent believed that their college education was adequate in 
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Letter sent vi th the questionnaire to the graduates 
Dear Home Life Graduate: 
01Jahoma 
AgriculturJ and M.ecb.anicJ College 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Office of tla. DMD 
STILLWATER 
Last semester we ·sent out cards to you or your pa.rents requesting informa-
tion about your present address. We received replies from 95 per cent of all 
of the graduates of the Rome Life Department, a remarkably good returnl An 
effort is being me.de to bring our files up-to-date in preparation for the study 
we a.re undertaking at this time. 
~e want to find out how much you value your Home Life Education. 
We felt that one of the best ways to determine what your education means 
to you is to obtain your evaluation of your course work and find out exactly 
if a.nd how you are using what you learned as a student. That is why we are 
~eking you to fill out the enclosed questionnaire. It calls for your evaluation 
of the courses in relation to your personal and vocationa.1 ·~1fte. Much of the 
questionnaire may seem repetitious, but the repetition is for a purpo~e. so please 
bear with us. 
This information will be used in a.n effort to improve the educational pro-
gram of our department so that our future gradtlates will be better all-round 
individuals and family members when they leave here. 
) 
All information will be treated conffdentiallj~il., rAvgra.o.a.edle leto.dent of the 
Home Life Department, liD..va Horton Smith, will work up the data under the direc-
tion of her adviser, Dr. Hazel Ingersoll. ~·!hen the forms are returned, the 
sheet marked 11Personal Data" will be detached for future reference. No one 
will have access to the evaluation sheets, except Mrs. Smith, and by then their 
identity will be lost. 
We realize that you are probably a very busy individual, and that asking 
you for your time to fill this out is not a small favor, but we do want you to 
lmow that your assistance in giving us~mplete and accurate information and a 
prompt reply is very important for the progress of the department. Your coopera-
tion will be greatly appreciated. 
Later on this year, we will publish a news letter which ~ill include a 
directory of all of our graduates, and the results of this study. 
We are glad to be in touch with you a.gain. Will you keep us informed of 
your whereabouts? The Rome Life area throughout the country is experiencing 
phenomenal growth. We need your constant support. If you are considering 
graduate study to prepare for leadership in this area, we will be gla.d to 
furnish you wilh information about the opportunities. 
Sit down at your desk and get this in return mail, Vill you? And come 
visit us in our new building. 
Sincerely yours, 
Virginia Nessenger Stapley, Head 
Department of Home Life 







Dear Home Life Graduate, 
Some time ago you were sent a questionnaire concerning 
your courses in the Home Life department. Has it slipped 
your mind? We realize that the questionnaire was long and 
perhaps you were too busy to fill it out when you received 
it, but it is very important that it be returned as soon as 
possible so that the study may be completed. 
If you have lost or misplaced your copy, please send 
us a postal card requesting a duplicate. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
The Home Life Departmem 
Oklahoma A. and M. College 
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